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Palavras-chave 
 
Empréstimos ingleses, cultura jovem, identidade social 
 
Resumo 
 
 
Esta dissertação propõe-se estudar o uso de empréstimos linguísticos ingleses no 
discurso oral de estudantes universitários portugueses. No contexto actual, marcado 
pela globalização, a cultura jovem parece particularmente consciente da importância e 
do alcance do inglês como lingua franca, apropriando-se dele e integrando os 
elementos seleccionados desta língua na comunicação. Partindo desta perspectiva, a 
investigação realizada no âmbito deste estudo procura identificar os empréstimos 
linguísticos ingleses mais frequentes utilizados por 205 universitários portugueses, que 
representam 3 universidades, avaliando a intensidade e a extensão do seu uso, assim 
como o seu contributo para a criação de uma ‘cultura jovem’, simultaneamente 
particular e global, dentro da sociedade mais alargada. Os resultados revelam que a 
língua inglesa é utilizada de forma abrangente no discurso oral de jovens universitários 
e que essa utilização aumenta ao longo do seu percurso académico. Também sugerem 
que os participantes demonstram uma maior abertura à globalização e que a língua 
inglesa é o veículo que permite comunicar de forma eficaz, tanto a nível local como 
global. 
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English borrowings, youth culture, social identity 
 
Abstract 
 
This dissertation addresses the issue of the use of English borrowings in the native oral 
discourse of Portuguese university students. In today’s era of globalisation, young 
people seem to be increasingly aware of the role of English as a lingua franca, 
appropriating its borrowings and integrating them when communicating. In the light of 
this situation, a study was developed and carried out with 205 Portuguese university 
students, representing 3 universities, which aimed to identify which English borrowings
are used, the extent of their use and their contribution towards the creation of an 
individual, group or global youth identity within the community. The results revealed 
that English is used extensively in the oral discourse of young people and that its use 
increases as they progress through their degree. The findings also showed that the 
university students who participated in this study showed an openness to globalisation 
with English as the means through which they could achieve communication on a 
global as well as on a local level. 
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Appendix 1: Pilot Questionnaire 1 
 
Questionário 
Caro Estudante, 
O objectivo deste questionário é obter informações sobre a utilização de palavras inglesas no discurso de jovens 
portugueses no âmbito de um trabalho para o Mestrado em Estudos Ingleses. O preenchimento não deve demorar 
mais que 10 minutos e gostaria de agradecer a sua colaboração neste projecto. 
 
Margaret Gomes                                                                                                                    Aveiro, 9 de Janeiro de 2006 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..................................................... 
 
Nome ___________________________               Sexo: ____________________________ 
Idade: ___________________________  Naturalidade :_____________________ 
Que ano do curso de LRE frequenta? ______ Quantos anos de inglês tem? __________ 
Já viveu no estrangeiro? __________   
Se respondeu afirmativamente, diga onde e durante quanto tempo: __________________ 
 
A seguinte lista contem palavras inglesas. Preencha a seguinte tabela de acordo com a utilização destas palavras no 
discurso de jovens portugueses, por exemplo ‘Vou prá night’: 
 
Palavra U
til
izo
 
G
os
to
 d
e 
ut
ili
za
r 
N
ão
 
U
til
iza
ria
 
N
un
ca
 
ut
ili
zo
 
N
ão
 
co
nh
eç
o 
 
Ouve outros jovens utilizar estas 
palavras? 
       Sim Não 
manaço         
night         
crew         
people         
look         
slot         
come on         
fashion         
man         
hello         
cool         
in         
brother         
must          
gang         
light         
pack         
feeling         
baby         
nice         
ya/yah/yeah         
tuning         
dread         
 
Responda no verso às seguintes questões: 
 
1. Escolha da lista as cinco palavras que mais utiliza e escreva para cada uma delas uma breve definição e uma frase 
mostrando a sua utilização em contexto. 
 
2. Em que situações é que utiliza estas palavras? 
 
3. Com quem é que normalmente utiliza estas palavras? 
 
4. Porque é que utiliza estas palavras em vez de as suas equivalentes portuguesas? 
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Appendix 2: Pilot Questionnaire 2 
Questionário 
Caro Estudante, 
O objectivo deste questionário é obter informações sobre a utilização de palavras inglesas no discurso de jovens 
portugueses no âmbito de um trabalho para o Mestrado em Estudos Ingleses. O preenchimento não deve demorar 
mais que 10 minutos e gostaria de agradecer a sua colaboração neste projecto. 
 
Margaret Gomes                                                                                                                    Aveiro, 9 de Janeiro de 2006 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..................................................... 
 
Nome: ___________________________               Sexo: ____________________________ 
Idade: ___________________________  Naturalidade: _____________________ 
Que ano do curso de LRE frequenta? ______ Quantos anos de inglês tem? __________ 
Já viveu no estrangeiro? __________   
Se respondeu afirmativamente, diga onde e durante quanto tempo: __________________ 
 
A seguinte lista contem palavras inglesas ou de origem inglesa. Preencha a seguinte tabela de acordo com a utilização 
destas palavras no discurso oral de jovens portugueses, por exemplo ‘Vou prá night’: 
 
Palavra U
til
izo
 
G
os
to
 d
e 
U
til
iza
r 
N
ão
 
ut
ili
za
ria
 
N
un
ca
 
U
til
izo
 
N
ão
 
co
nh
eç
o 
 
Ouve outros jovens utilizar estas 
palavras? 
       Sim Não 
night         
light         
crew         
people         
look         
slot         
come on         
fashion         
man         
hello         
cool         
In         
brother         
must          
gang         
manaço         
pack         
feeling         
baby         
nice         
ya/yah/yeah          
tuning         
 
Responda no verso às seguintes questões: 
 
1. Escolha da lista as cinco palavras que mais utiliza e escreva para cada uma delas uma breve definição e uma frase 
mostrando a sua utilização em contexto. Em alguns casos, poderá ser atribuído mais que um sentido. Nesses casos, 
demonstre as múltiplas utilizações (evite uma aproximação ao exemplo acima referido). Consegue acrescentar mais 
palavras à lista? 
 
2. Com quem é que normalmente utiliza estas palavras? 
 
3. Com quem não utilizaria estas palavras? 
 
4. Porque é que utiliza estas palavras em vez de as suas equivalentes portuguesas? 
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Appendix 3: Interview Script 
 
1. Como se chamam? 
2. Que idade têm? 
3. De onde são? 
4. Alguma vez viveram no estrangeiro, e se sim, quanto tempo? 
5. Foi a primeira vez que viveram fora de casa quando vieram para a 
universidade? 
6. Qual é a vossa percepção da língua inglesa? 
7. O que acham da ideia da língua inglesa como língua franca ou língua 
internacional? 
8. Acham que a aprendizagem do inglês é mais ou menos importante do que 
outras línguas que aprendem (por exemplo, alemão, francês, espanhol, árabe e 
chinês) e porquê? 
9. Essa percepção mudou desde que começaram o curso de Línguas & Relações 
Empresariais? 
10. Acham que a vossa percepção enquanto estudantes de línguas é diferente que a 
de estudantes de outros cursos ou de outros jovens que não estudam? 
11.  Utilizam frequentemente palavras inglesas ou de origem inglesa no vosso 
discurso em português? 
12. Têm consciência que o estão a fazer ou acham que é uma escolha involuntária? 
13. Mais ou menos quando é que começaram a utilizá-las? 
14. Diriam que utilizam mais palavras inglesas desde que começaram a 
universidade do que antes e porquê? 
15. Os vossos amigos e conhecidos utilizam as mesmas palavras que vocês ou 
acham que há diferenças entre grupos diferentes (por exemplo grupos que 
ouvem música diferente, que vestem roupa diferente ou diferenças entre o sexo 
feminino e o sexo masculino)? 
16. Há mais grupos além de pais com quem não utilizariam essas palavras? Porquê?
17. Há palavras inglesas utilizadas no discurso português que não utilizam? 
Porquê? 
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18. Porque é que utilizam as palavras inglesas em vez de as suas equivalentes 
portuguesas? 
19. Acham que vão continuar a utilizar estas palavras depois de acabarem os vossos 
cursos superiores? 
20. Podem acrescentar mais algumas palavras àquelas que estão na lista? 
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Appendix 4: Interview Questions Added to Script 
 
Questions added during interviews: 
 
7. Acham que a língua inglesa é utilizada mais para ultrapassar barreiras ou para 
comunicar? 
7. Acham que a língua inglesa está directamente ligada com a cultura Americana ou 
Britânica ou com a globalização? 
15. Notam diferenças entre as palavras utilizadas por pessoas de diferentes partes do 
país? 
15. Há palavras que conseguem identificar como palavras exclusivamente utilizadas 
por culturas ou grupos específicos de jovens? 
15. Sentem que fazem parte de uma dessas culturas? 
19. Acham que estas palavras alguma vez vão fazer parte da língua portuguesa? 
19. Acham que este fenómeno é específico a Portugal ou acontece também noutros 
países?  
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Departamento de Línguas & Culturas 
Universidade de Aveiro 
 
Appendix 4: Mini-journal – undergraduates   
 
Mestrado em Estudos Ingleses: 
O Inglês e a Identidade Social entre Universitários Portugueses 
 
Olá! Chamo-me Margaret Gomes e sou docente no Departamento de Línguas e Culturas da 
Universidade de Aveiro. Estou neste momento a investigar a utilização de palavras inglesas no 
discurso português de universitários portugueses e gostaria de poder contar com a colaboração dos 
estudantes de línguas nas universidades do Porto, Évora e Aveiro.  
 
Parte desta investigação consiste na recolha de dados fornecidos por universitários para criar um 
banco de palavras inglesas utilizadas no seu discurso português de norte a sul do país. 
 
Para tal efeito agradecia o preenchimento da tabela na página seguinte com os seguintes dados 
durante um período de duas semanas: 
• palavra(s) 
• quem a(s) utilizou (por exemplo: ‘eu’ ‘um colega de curso’ ‘um professor’ etc.) 
• com quem foi/foram utilizada(s) (por exemplo: ‘um colega’ ‘os meus pais’ ‘um professor’ 
etc.) 
• em que contexto (por exemplo: ‘na instituição de ensino’ ‘no café’ ‘em casa’ etc.) 
 
Após o preenchimento poderão enviar os documentos em formato digital através do meu endereço 
electrónico ou entregar os documentos manualmente ao vosso professor que fará com que os 
documentos cheguem a mim. Caso tenham algum interesse em saber os resultados desta 
investigação poderão enviar-me um mail para o endereço abaixo indicado que eu enviarei os 
resultados posteriormente.   
 
Este tipo de investigação é muito importante pois por vezes o discurso de jovens não é 
suficientemente valorizado e este trabalho poderá dar uma perspectiva diferente sobre a utilização 
da língua inglesa pelos jovens, qual o motivo dessa utilização e qual o impacto dessa utilização a 
longo prazo nas línguas portuguesa e inglesa. 
 
Resta-me agradecer a vossa colaboração! 
 
 
 
Margaret Gomes 
mgomes@ua.pt   
Departamento de Línguas e Culturas 
Universidade de Aveiro 
Campus de Santiago 
3810-193 AVEIRO 
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Departamento de Línguas & Culturas 
Universidade de Aveiro 
 
Appendix 4: Mini-journal – undergraduates   
 
Mestrado em Estudos Ingleses: 
O Inglês e a Identidade Social entre Universitários Portugueses 
Sexo: _______________ 
Idade: ______________ 
Curso e ano: ______________________________________________________________ 
Instituição: _______________________________________________________________ 
 
A seguinte tabela deverá ser preenchida com as palavras inglesas que foram utilizados no seu 
discurso português durante um período de duas semanas. Podem copiar esta página caso precisem 
para acrescentar mais termos.  
 
Palavra(s): Quem (as) utilizou: Com quem foi/foram 
utilizadas: 
Em que contexto: 
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Departamento de Línguas & Culturas 
Universidade de Aveiro 
 
Appendix 5: Mini-journal – graduates   
 
Mestrado em Estudos Ingleses: 
O Inglês e a Identidade Social entre Universitários Portugueses 
 
Olá! Chamo-me Margaret Gomes e sou docente no Departamento de Línguas e Culturas da 
Universidade de Aveiro. Estou neste momento a investigar a utilização de palavras inglesas no 
discurso português de universitários portugueses e quais os efeitos a longo prazo dessa utilização.  
 
Parte desta investigação consiste na recolha de dados fornecidos por ex-universitários para criar um 
banco de palavras inglesas utilizadas e fazer uma comparação com os termos utilizados por 
universitários de norte a sul de Portugal. 
 
Para tal efeito agradecia o preenchimento da tabela na página seguinte com os seguintes dados 
durante um período de duas semanas: 
• palavra(s) 
• quem a(s) utilizou (por exemplo: ‘eu’ ‘um colega de curso’ ‘um professor’ etc.) 
• com quem foi/foram utilizada(s) (por exemplo: ‘um colega’ ‘os meus pais’ ‘um professor’ 
etc.) 
• em que contexto (por exemplo: ‘na instituição de ensino’ ‘no café’ ‘em casa’ etc.) 
 
Após o preenchimento poderão enviar os documentos em formato digital através do meu endereço 
electrónico ou enviar-me por correio para o endereço abaixo indicado. Caso tenham algum interesse 
em saber os resultados desta investigação poderão enviar-me um mail para o endereço abaixo 
indicado que eu enviarei os resultados posteriormente.   
 
Este tipo de investigação é muito importante pois por vezes o discurso de jovens não é 
suficientemente valorizado e este trabalho poderá dar uma perspectiva diferente sobre a utilização 
da língua inglesa pelos jovens, qual o motivo dessa utilização e qual o impacto dessa utilização a 
longo prazo nas línguas portuguesa e inglesa. 
 
Resta-me agradecer a vossa colaboração! 
 
 
 
Margaret Gomes 
mgomes@ua.pt   
Departamento de Línguas e Culturas 
Universidade de Aveiro 
Campus de Santiago 
3810-193 AVEIRO 
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Departamento de Línguas & Culturas 
Universidade de Aveiro 
 
Appendix 5: Mini-journal – graduates   
 
Mestrado em Estudos Ingleses: 
O Inglês e a Identidade Social entre Universitários Portugueses 
Sexo: _______________ 
Idade: ______________ 
Curso que frequentou: _________________________ Há quanto tempo acabou? _______ 
Instituição: _______________________________________________________________ 
 
A seguinte tabela deverá ser preenchida com as palavras inglesas que foram utilizados no seu 
discurso português durante um período de duas semanas. Podem copiar esta página caso precisem 
para acrescentar mais termos.  
 
Palavra(s): Quem (as) utilizou: Com quem foi/foram 
utilizadas: 
Em que contexto: 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
Doc Nº Word/Expression Who uttered it/them With whom
67 hello self, friends, colleagues + parents colleagues + parents
67 By the way self, friends + colleagues friends + colleagues
67 Bye self, colleagues + parents friends + parents
67 Hello! self, colleagues + parents friends + parents
67 Of course self, colleagues + parents colleagues + friends
67 Please self, colleagues + parents colleagues + friends
67 thanks self, colleagues + parents friends + parents
67 Yes self, colleagues + parents friends + parents
67 business self, colleagues + friends work colleagues
67 update self, colleagues + friends work colleagues
67 Babe self + friends friends + colleagues
67 C'mon self + friends friends + colleagues
67 Feeling self + friends friends + colleagues
67 Go on self + friends friends + colleagues
67 Miss U! self + friends friends
67 Sorry! self + friends friends
67 Vibe self + friends friends + colleagues
67 Cool self + colleagues friends + closer colleagues
67 corporate self + colleagues work colleagues
67 fashion self + colleagues degree and work colleagues + parents 
67 forward self + colleagues work colleagues + friends
67 Give self a break! self + colleagues friends + closer colleagues
67 Nice self + colleagues friends + closer colleagues
67 No problem self + colleagues colleagues, friends + parents
67 Oh my God! self + colleagues friends + closer colleagues
67 refresh self + colleagues work colleagues
67 Relax self + colleagues friends + closer colleagues
67 Shit! self + colleagues friends + closer colleagues
67 tasklist self + colleagues work colleagues
67 To be on the safe side self + colleagues work colleagues +clients
67 Follow up self   work colleagues
67 Love you self boyfriend
68 OK Teachers and students students
68 thanks self + colleagues colleagues
68 download self colleagues
68 reset self colleagues
68 site self colleagues
68 update IT Teacher students
68 overbooking colleagues self
68 downsizing Business Administration Teacher students
68 upselling Business Administration Teacher students
206 site self, colleagues, friends, clients colleagues, clients, friends
206 password self, colleagues, friends coleagues, friends, clients
206 feedback self, colleagues, clients colleagues, clients
206 input self, colleagues, clients colleagues, clients
206 outdoor self, colleagues, clients colleagues, clients
206 output self, colleagues, clients colleagues, clients
207 hello/hi self, friends, colleagues friends, colleagues, self
207 OK self, friends, colleagues friends, colleagues, self
207 Sorry self, friends, colleagues friends, colleagues, self
207 bye self, friends friends, self
207 coffee self, friends friends, self
207 do you want/need help? self, friends friends, self
207 kiss self, friends friends, self
207 No self, friends friends, self
207 Of course self, friends friends, self
207 Please self, friends friends, self
207 see  you self, friends friends, self
207 thank  you self, friends friends, café customers, self
207 very good self, friends friends, self
207 yes self, friends friends, self
207 Love you self, boyfriend, friends boyfriend, friends, self
207 miss you! self, boyfriend boyfriend, self
207 break a leg self friends, colleagues
207 girl self friends
207 goodnight self friends, colleagues
207 how are you? self friends, colleagues
207 nerd self colleagues
207 no idea self friends
207 sweet dreams self friends
208 beautiful self, friends friends
208 bike self, friends friends
208 boy self, friends friends
208 bye self, friends friends
208 car self, friends friends
208 cute self, friends friends
208 dear self, friends friends
208 dreams self, friends friends
208 eat self, friends friends
208 friend self, friends friends
208 girl self, friends friends
208 good morning self, friends friends
208 goodnight self, friends friends
208 happy self, friends friends
208 hello self, friends friends
208 how are you? self, friends friends
208 hungry self, friends friends
208 kiss self, friends friends
208 like self, friends friends
208 look self, friends friends
208 love   self, friends friends
208 miss self, friends friends
208 no self, friends friends
208 Of course self, friends friends
208 OK self, friends friends
208 please self, friends friends
208 see   self, friends friends
208 smile self, friends friends
208 speak self, friends friends
208 sweet  self, friends friends
208 tell self, friends friends
208 thanks self, friends friends
208 wait self, friends friends
208 yes self, friends friends
209 homepage self friends, teachers
209 ok self work and friends
209 storyboard multimedia teacher students
209 high husband work
209 low husband work
209 fixe (from 'fish'?) friends, mother-in-law (63, village) circle of friends
209 bye friend self 
209 love friend self 
209 pink friend self 
209 yes friend circle of friends
209 site everyone everyone
210 outline self, colleagues, teachers self, colleagues, teachers
210 storyboard self, colleagues, teachers self, colleagues, teachers
210 catering self, colleagues, parents colleagues, parents
210 self-service self, colleagues, parents colleagues, parents
210 hello self, colleagues colleagues
210 boring self parents
210 fashion self colleagues, parents
210 Ok self colleagues, parents
211 shame on you self, friends, teacher friends, in a class
211 whatever self, friends friends
211 men colleagues friends
211 nice colleagues colleagues
Situation Comments Sex Age Degree
any context f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
in a work context f 23 LRE
in a work context f 23 LRE
among friends f 23 LRE
among friends wrote 'com'on' f 23 LRE
among friends as in 'Ter um feeling' f 23 LRE
among friends f 23 LRE
among close friends f 23 LRE
when sth bad happens f 23 LRE
among friends as in 'Boa Vibe (vibration)' f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
in a work context f 23 LRE
at home, café, among close colleagues at work f 23 LRE
at work or among friends with whom we want to exchange e-mails f 23 LRE
any context f 23 LRE
at home, café, among close colleagues at work f 23 LRE
among friends f 23 LRE
any context which involves sth upsetting f 23 LRE
in a work context f 23 LRE
at home, café, among close colleagues at work f 23 LRE
any context which involves sth upsetting f 23 LRE
in a work context f 23 LRE
in a work context f 23 LRE
at work f 23 LRE
when things go well LOL f 23 LRE
various f 25 LRE
various f 25 LRE
IT lesson f 25 LRE
IT lesson f 25 LRE
various f 25 LRE
classes f 25 LRE
hotel f 25 LRE
classes f 25 LRE
classes f 25 LRE
at work, day to day f LRE
at work f isabelina LRE
at work f LRE
at work f LRE
at work, day to day f LRE
at work f LRE
messenger, sms f 22 LRE
home, messenger, sms f 22 LRE
messenger, sms, conversation, home f 22 LRE
messenger, sms, saying goodbye f 22 LRE
home f 22 LRE
home f 22 LRE
messenger, sms, saying goodbye f 22 LRE
home, messenger f 22 LRE
home, messenger f 22 LRE
home f 22 LRE
home, messenger f 22 LRE
home, café f 22 LRE
home f 22 LRE
messenger, home f 22 LRE
messenger, sms, conversation f 22 LRE
messenger, sms f 22 LRE
university f 22 LRE
messenger, sms, conversation f 22 LRE
home, messenger f 22 LRE
messenger, conversation f 22 LRE
home, conversation f 22 LRE
home f 22 LRE
messenger, home f 22 LRE
messenger f 23 LRE
messenger f 23 LRE
messenger, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile, street f 23 LRE
messenger f 23 LRE
messenger, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile wrote 'Good night' f 23 LRE
messenger f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile, street f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger f 23 LRE
messenger, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home f 23 LRE
messenger, home f 23 LRE
messenger f 23 LRE
messenger, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile, street f 23 LRE
messenger, home f 23 LRE
messenger f 23 LRE
messenger f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile, street f 23 LRE
messenger, home f 23 LRE
messenger, home, mobile f 23 LRE
when referring to the first page of an Internet site f 26 LRE
when I want to say 'está bem' - it's a short word f 26 LRE
doing final project f 26 LRE
when referring to air conditioning - hot on max. f 26 LRE
when referring to air conditioning - cold on max. f 26 LRE
many situations to mean 'that's fine' or 'great' means 'cool' from 'fish'?? f 26 LRE
messenger to say goodbye f 26 LRE
when looking at a photo 'é só love ' f 26 LRE
when referring to a strong pink colour f 26 LRE
when telling a joke f 26 LRE
when referring to an Internet site - used instead of 'sítio' f 26 LRE
multimedia classes f 24 LRE
multimedia classes f 24 LRE
home, restaurants f 24 LRE
home, restaurants f 24 LRE
messenger f 24 LRE
home f 24 LRE
university, home f 24 LRE
university, home f 24 LRE
same as 'não tens vergonha' f 23 LRE
same as 'não quero saber de mais nada' f 23 LRE
Estás a ver men?' 'Então men, como estás?' f 23 LRE
same as 'que porreiro!' (eg Que ideia tão nice) f 23 LRE
Observations
Ex LRE student 
added 'without
mentioning 
'estrangeirismos'
such as: me,
pull over, workshop, 
service, email,
post it, fast food,
shopping, etc.'


A.K.A 
A.S.A.P 
A.S.A.P. 
access 
account user 
aftershave 
aggressive 
all good 
All Right 
All right 
all right 
All right 
All Right 
All stars 
Angel 
Any? 
Anyway 
anyway 
anyway 
April 
ass 
Ass 
Ass 
Asshole 
asshole 
asshole 
Avatar ? 
Awesome 
B2B 
Babe 
babe 
babe 
babe 
babe 
babe 
Babe 
Baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
Back (as in I'm back) 
Background 
Background 
background 
background 
background 
background 
backstage 
Backup 
Bad 
Band 
Bar 
bar 
bar 
bar 
bar 
Basket 
Basket 
Basket 
basket 
basketball 
Basketball 
Basketball 
basketball 
Be quiet 
be quiet 
be right back 
be right back 
Beach 
beach 
Beats me! 
beautiful 
beautiful 
beautiful 
beautiful 
Beauty 
Beer 
beer 
believe me 
Best-seller 
bet 
bet 
big 
big blind 
big blind 
bike 
bike 
bike 
Bit  
Bitch 
bitch 
Bitch 
bitch 
bitch 
Bitch 
Bite me 
black out 
blackboard 
Blackboard 
Blackboard 
Blackboard 
blackboard 
Blackboard 
blackboard 
Blackboard 
Blackboard 
Blackboard 
blackboard 
Blackboard 
blacks 
blind 
Blockbuster 
blog 
blog 
Blog 
Bluetooth 
bluff 
Bluff 
bluff 
blush 
blush 
body balance 
Bodybalance 
bodyboard 
bodyboard 
Bodyboard 
Bodyboard 
bodyboard 
bodycombat 
bodypump 
bodysurf 
Book 
book 
Books 
Boom 
Boost 
Boring 
boss 
boss 
Boss 
bowline 
Bowling 
boxers 
Boxers 
Boxers 
Boxers 
boyfriend 
brainstorm 
Brainstorm 
brainstorming 
Brainstorming 
break 
break 
breakfast 
bro 
bro  
Bro(ther) 
brother 
brother 
brother 
Brother 
brother 
Brother 
Brushing 
budget 
bugger 
Bugger off 
Burger 
burger king 
bus 
bus 
bus 
bus 
bus 
bus 
bus 
Business 
busy 
by night 
By the way 
bye 
bye 
Bye 
bye 
bye 
Bye 
Bye 
Bye 
Bye 
bye 
Bye 
Bye 
bye 
bye 
bye 
Bye 
bye 
bye bye 
Bye Bye 
bye bye 
Bye Bye 
Call 
call 
cap 
car-rent 
Catering 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
Cd 
CD 
cd 
CD 
CD 
cd 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
cd-rom 
CD-Rom 
CDs 
cell phone 
chairman 
chat 
Chat 
Chats 
check it out 
check it out 
Check sound 
check-in 
check-in 
check-up 
Check-up 
cheese 
chemistry 
Chick 
chill out 
Chip 
Chip 
choose 
Christ 
Ciao 
city 
classes 
Clean 
Clip 
clip 
close 
Club 
clumsy 
c'mon 
C'mon 
c'mon 
coca-cola 
coca-cola 
cocktail 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee break 
coffee break 
coffee break 
coffee break 
coffee break 
colleague 
Come on 
Comic 
company 
computer 
computer 
connects 
cookies 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
Cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
Cool 
Cool 
Cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
Cool 
Cool 
cool 
cool 
cool baby 
copy 
copy 
copy 
copy paste 
copy paste 
copy paste 
copy/paste 
copy/paste 
copy/paste 
copy/paste 
copy/paste 
copy/paste 
copy/paste 
copy/paste 
copy; paste 
cornflakes 
cornflakes 
cornflakes 
courts 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
cute 
Damm 
damn 
Damn! 
dance floor 
dark 
darling 
Datashow 
DCO Evolution Soccer 
Deadline 
Deadline 
Dealer 
dealer 
Dear lady Peter Pan 
debriefing 
deep 
deep 
Delay 
Deletar (from delete) 
delete 
delete 
delete 
delete 
delta 
design 
Designer 
diet 
Difference 
disappointment 
Disco 
disco 
disco 
Disco 
Disco 
disco 
disco 
Disco 
Disco 
Divx 
Divx 
Divx 
divx 
DJ 
DJ 
dog 
Done! 
don't matter 
Don't stop 
down 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
Download 
Download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
downloads 
Downsizing 
dozens of IT terms  
draft 
Drink 
drink 
drink 
drinks 
drinks 
drive 
Drive 
Drive in 
Drive-in 
drop 
drop 
dude 
duh 
dumping 
DVD 
DVD 
dvd 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
e mail 
easy 
elearning 
E-learning 
e-learning 
E-learning 
e-learning 
e-learning 
email 
email 
email 
Email 
email 
email 
email 
e-mail 
e-mail 
E-mail 
E-mail 
E-mail 
E-mail 
e-mail 
E-mail 
E-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
E-mail 
e-mail 
E-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
English 
Essay 
Europe 
evidence 
Excuse me 
Excuse me 
exit 
Export 
Eye liner 
eye Toy 
eye toy 
eyeliner 
eyeliner 
eyeliner 
eyeliner 
fag 
Family 
family 
family 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
Fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
Fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
feedback 
feedback 
feedback 
feedback 
feedback 
Feedback 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
Feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
fight 
fine 
fine 
Fine 
Fine 
fine 
fine 
fine 
Fine 
fine! 
finish 
fire 
firmware 
fish 
flash 
flash 
Flash 
flip flop 
Flop 
Flop 
flow 
flyer 
flyers 
Flyers 
Fold 
fold 
Football 
Football 
Football 
forget it 
forward 
forward 
Franchising 
Franchising 
freakin' awesome 
Freckles 
Freedom 
freelance 
fresh 
Friend 
friend 
Friends 
friends 
friends 
Fuck 
fuck 
Fuck 
fuck 
fuck 
fuck 
fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck off 
Fuck you 
Fuck you 
Fuck you 
fuck you 
fuck you 
Fuck! 
Fun 
fun 
fun 
funny guy 
gala 
game boy 
Game over 
Game over 
Game over 
game over 
game over 
Game over 
gangster 
gap 
Gay 
gay 
Gay 
Gay 
Gay 
general 
get out 
give me five 
give me five 
gloss 
gloss 
go 
go 
Go 
go out 
God 
God 
God 
God damn it! 
goggle 
good 
Good 
good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
good morning 
Good Morning 
good morning 
good night 
Good!! 
Goodbye 
great 
great 
great 
Great! 
greetings 
Groovy 
Guidelines 
Guiness 
gym 
hacker 
hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hand out 
Happiness 
Happiness 
happy 
happy 
Happy hour 
Hardcore 
hardware 
hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
hardware 
hardware 
hat-trick 
headphones 
heavy metal 
heavy, dj 
heavy-metal 
hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
hello sweety 
Hello! 
Hello! 
Hello! 
hello, hi 
hello/hi 
Hello/Hi  
hellocard 
Helloooo! 
Help me 
Help me! 
Hey 
hey there 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi my friend! 
Hi! Hello! 
  
hi5 
hi5 
Hip Hop 
hip hop 
hip-hop 
Hip-Hop 
hip-hop 
hi-tech 
hi-tech 
hobbie 
Holding 
home 
homework 
honey 
Honey 
Honey! 
Hot 
hot 
Hot 
hot 
hot 
hot dog 
Hotel 
hotel 
hotmail 
hotpants 
Hotspot 
House Musik 
Humanity 
hungry 
I don't know 
I don't know 
I don't know 
I don't understand! 
I guess 
I guess so… 
I know 
I miss you 
ice tea 
ice tea 
ice tea 
Ice Tea 
Identity 
I'll be back 
illegible 
illegible 
illegible 
illegible 
I'm 
I'm away 
Import 
imposex ? 
In 
in 
In 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in  
in love 
Indeed 
input 
input 
inputs 
inputs 
inputs 
insert 
internet 
internet 
Internet 
internet 
internet 
internet 
Internet 
Internet 
internet 
internet 
Internet 
internet 
Internet 
Internet 
Internet 
Internet  
Internet  
Internet  
Ipod 
Ipods 
it really sucks 
jah lives 
Jam 
jazz 
jazz 
jeans 
jeans 
jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
jeans 
Jeans 
Jeep 
Jesus 
Jesus Christ 
Jesus Christ 
joke 
just a little bit 
just in case 
just in case 
just in time 
K.O 
K.O. 
k.o. 
kart 
ketchup 
ketchup 
Keyboard 
keyboard 
Keyboard 
Kick 
Kinda (kind of) 
king 
kiss 
Kiss 
Kiss 
kiss 
Kiss 
Kiss/es 
kisses 
kisses 
Kisses & behave 
Kit 
kite surf 
kitesurf 
kitesurf 
knife 
knockout 
know-how 
know-how 
ko 
Label 
Laptop 
laptop 
laser 
Lay-off 
Layout 
Leasing 
Leasing 
Let it be 
Let's Boogie 
let's go 
let's go 
let's go 
let's go 
let's go 
let's go 
Let's go 
let's go! 
Let's go! 
life 
light 
light 
light 
light 
light 
link 
Links 
lip 
lipgloss 
loading 
log in/out 
log-in 
LOL 
LOL 
lol 
lol 
LoL 
lol 
LOL 
lol 
look 
look 
look 
lots of English expressions 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
Love 
love 
Love 
Love 
love 
love 
love 
Love 
Love 
love each other 
Low cost 
lunch 
Made in 
mail 
Mail 
Mail 
Mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
Mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
mail  
making of 
man 
man 
man 
man 
man 
man 
man 
man 
man 
manager 
Manager 
manager 
manager 
marketing 
marketing 
marketing 
Marketing 
Marketing 
marketing 
marketing 
marketing 
marketing 
Marketing 
maybe 
Me 
Me 
me and myself 
mean 
media 
media 
Media Player 
Mega-bit 
Memo 
men 
Mensenger 
Merchandising 
Message 
message 
Messenger 
Messenger 
Messenger 
Messenger 
messenger 
messenger 
Messenger 
Messenger 
Messenger 
messenger 
messenger & mail 
metal 
Microsoft 
Microsoft Word 
milk 
milkshake 
Mind Games 
Miss 
Miss 
miss 
Mister 
money 
money 
money 
money 
money 
Money 
monkey 
Moon 
mother 
Mother Board 
motherboard 
motherboard 
Motherboard 
Motherboard 
Motherboard 
move 
Move 
MP3 
msn messenger 
mum 
mummy 
music 
Music 
must 
my 
My 
My god 
My god 
my love 
my love 
National Idea 
Need 
need 
net 
Net 
Net 
Net 
net 
net 
net  
net (as in internet) 
Network 
never mind 
nevermind 
News 
news 
nice 
nice 
nice 
Nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
Nice 
nice 
Nice 
Nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
Nice 
Nice 
nice 
Nice 
nice 
nice 
Nice 
nice 
Nice 
Nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
Nice 
nice 
nigga 
nigga/nigger 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
Night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
no 
no 
no 
No 
no 
no 
no 
No 
No 
no 
no  
no fuckin way 
no kidding…! 
No problem 
No shit! 
No way 
No way… 
no yes 
nope 
Nothing 
O.K 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
of course 
off 
Off the record 
offline 
offline 
off-line 
off-line 
Oh God! 
oh my God 
Oh my God! 
Oh my God! 
Oh My God/Oh God 
Oh my gosh! 
OK 
OK 
OK 
ok 
ok 
OK 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
OK 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
OK 
OK 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
Ok 
OK 
Ok 
OK 
OK 
ok 
OK 
OK 
ok 
OK 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
Ok 
ok 
ok! 
ok! 
ok! 
Ok! 
okay 
okay 
okay 
Okay 
Okay 
okay 
omg 
on 
on/off 
online 
online 
online 
on-line 
On-line 
open mind 
Out 
out 
out 
out 
out 
out 
out 
outlet 
outlet 
outline 
output 
outputs 
outputs 
outside 
outsourcing 
Outsourcing 
P.C. 
P.C. 
p.c. 
pacemaker 
Pace-maker 
pal 
Party 
party 
Party 
party 
party 
party 
party 
Party 
party 
password 
password 
password 
Password 
password 
Password 
password 
password 
Paste 
paste 
pay-shop 
PC 
PC 
PC 
pc 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
pc 
PC 
PC 
PC 
pc 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
pc 
peace 
peeling 
pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
Pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
Pen 
Pen 
Pen 
Pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
Pen 
pen 
pen 
Pen 
pen (USB) 
pênalti 
Penalty 
penalty 
penalty 
pendisk 
pendrive 
Pen-Drive 
Pen-Drive 
pen-drive 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
People 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
Perfect 
perfect 
Performance 
performance 
Phone 
phones 
Photo 
piece of crap 
pizza 
Play 
play 
play 
Play-list 
playstation 
playstation 
Playstation 
Playstation 
Playstation 
please 
please 
please 
Please 
please 
please 
Please 
Please 
Poker 
poker 
pool 
Pop 
pop, soul 
Portfolio 
portfolio 
Portfolio 
Positive 
postar (from to post) 
postar (from to post) 
post-it 
Power 
powerpoint 
ppl/people 
primer 
Princess 
print 
print 
Print screen 
Printar (from print) 
private 
Private joke 
private joke 
private joke 
Private joke 
Profile 
Profile Visitors 
Pull and Bear 
pullover 
Pullover 
pumps 
pumps 
pussy 
puzzle 
R & B 
R & B 
raise 
raise 
Rand B 
randomizer 
ranking 
Ranking 
Ranking 
rap 
rappers 
rave 
rave-party 
rayban 
read 
ready 
ready 
really 
reboot 
Record 
Relax 
Relax 
relax 
relax 
Rent-a-car 
report 
Reporter (report) 
Reset 
reset 
Resort 
restaurant 
retail park 
Retail Park 
Retail Park 
retail park 
retail park 
right 
Right 
right 
right 
right 
Rise and Shine! 
Rise and Shine! 
River 
River 
roaming 
Roaming 
rock 
Rock 
Rock 
rock 
rock 
rock and roll 
Rock'n'roll 
router 
Rugby 
rule( r ) 
sandwich 
sandwich 
Sandwich 
save as 
Scanner 
scanner 
scanner 
scanner 
scouting 
screenshots 
screw you 
season 
see you 
See you  
see you soon 
self-service 
Self-service 
service 
sex 
sexshop 
Sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
Sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
Sexy 
Shake it babe… 
shake your booty! 
Shampoo 
Share 
shiny 
Ship 
shit 
Shit 
shit 
shit 
shit 
shit 
shit 
shit 
Shit! 
Shit! 
shitty 
Shoes 
shopping 
shopping 
shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
Shopping 
Shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
Shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
Shopping 
shopping (let's go) 
Shops 
shops 
shot 
shot 
shot 
shot 
shot 
shot 
Shot 
Shot 
shot 
shot (drink) 
shotgun 
shots 
shots 
show 
shut up 
Shut up 
shut up 
shut up 
shut up 
shut up 
Shut up! 
shut up! 
Shut up! 
sis 
sister 
sister 
sister 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
Site 
Site 
Site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
six-pack 
skate 
Skate 
Skateboard 
Sketch 
Skirt 
Sky 
Sleep 
Sleep tight 
slot 
Slotmachines 
slow 
small blind 
Smallblind 
Smart ass 
smell 
smell 
smile 
smile 
smile 
Smile 
Smoker 
smoker 
smoking 
SMS 
sms 
sms 
sms 
Snack 
snackbar 
Snack-bar 
snob 
Snowboarding 
So sweet! 
Soft 
Soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
Software 
Software 
Software 
Software 
Software 
Software 
Software 
Software 
Software 
software 
software 
software 
Somebody's in the house  
tonight… 
sorry 
sorry 
sorry 
sorry 
sorry 
Sorry 
sorry 
sorry 
sorry 
Sorry 
Sorry 
soul 
Sound 
Speed 
speed 
speed 
spot 
spot 
spot 
Spread 
Spyware 
squash 
Staff 
Stakeholder 
stakeholder 
stakeholder 
Stakeholders 
stakeholders 
stand 
Stand up Comedy 
Standard 
standby 
Star 
star 
Star 
star 
start 
status 
stilettos 
Stock 
Stock 
stop 
Stop 
stop 
stop 
stop 
STOP 
Stop 
Stop 
stop 
Stop 
Stop 
store 
strange 
strawberry cheesecake 
Street 
stress 
Stress 
Strip 
Strip 
style 
subwoofer 
sucks 
Sun 
sunglasses 
surf 
surf 
Surf 
surf 
Surf 
surf 
swearing 
sweat 
sweat 
Sweat Shirt 
sweat shirt 
sweater 
sweater 
Sweatshirt 
sweatshirt 
Sweat-shirt 
sweet 
Sweet 
sweet 
sweet dreams 
sweetheart 
sweetie 
swing 
Take away 
Take away 
take it easy 
Take it easy 
tattoo 
Tea 
telephone 
Tell me 
Tennis 
tennis 
thank you 
thank you 
Thank you 
Thank you 
thanks 
Thanks 
Thanks 
thanks 
Thanks 
thanks 
thanks 
thanks 
Thanks 
Thanks/Thank you 
that's right 
that's what I like it 
the end 
Time 
time 
time is running out 
timing 
Timing 
title 
toast 
top 
top 
top 
top (chart) 
top (clothes) 
tour 
trench coat 
True 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
T-shirt & jeans 
Tuning 
Tuning 
Tuning 
Tuning 
turn over 
Tush (buttocks) 
tuti-doping  
TV 
unbelievable 
underground 
underscore 
underwear 
underwear 
Up yours 
update 
update 
upgrade 
upload 
upload 
upload 
very 
very British 
very good 
very nice 
very nice 
very nice 
very nice! 
Very Well 
vibe 
vibration 
video clip 
video clip 
Volleyball 
volleyball 
volleyball 
W.C 
W.C. 
wait 
wake up 
wake up 
wake up 
wakeboard 
wakeboard 
Wallpaper 
war 
watch 
web 
web cam 
webcam 
website 
weekend 
what 
what 
what 
what 
what 
What 
What 
what a stallion 
what do you want? 
what the fuck 
what the fuck! 
what the hell? 
what? 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
Whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
Whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
what's up 
What's up 
what's up! 
what's up? 
what's up? 
Where's that? 
Whisky 
Who cares? 
why 
windows 
windows 
Windows 
windows 
Windows Media Player 
windsurf 
Wind-surf 
winner 
winner 
winner 
wireless 
wireless 
wireless 
Word 
word 
work 
work 
work 
workshop 
Workshop 
world tour 
wot up dog 
wow! 
write 
ya 
ya 
ya 
yah 
Yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
Yeah  
Yeah…Right! 
yep 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
yes 
yes  
Yes babe 
yo! 
yo! 
You 
you and me 
you can do it 
you're welcome 
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 1 snowboarding      1 soccer            1 somebody's        1 soon              1 spread            
 1 spyware           1 squash            1 staff             1 stallion          1 standard          
 1 standby           1 stars             1 start             1 status            1 stilettos         
 1 store             1 strange           1 strawberry        1 street            1 style             
 1 subwoofer         1 sun               1 sunglasses        1 swearing          1 sweat-shirt       
 1 sweetheart        1 sweetie           1 sweety            1 swing             1 tattoo            
 1 telephone         1 tell              1 terms             1 that              1 ther              
 1 there             1 tight             1 title             1 toast             1 tonight           
 1 trench            1 true              1 turn              1 tush              1 tuti-doping       
 1 tv                1 unbelievable      1 underground       1 underscore        1 understand        
 1 upgrade           1 usb               1 user              1 vibe              1 vibration         
 1 visitors          1 wait              1 wallpaper         1 want              1 war               
 1 watch             1 webcam            1 website           1 weekend           1 welcome           
 1 well              1 where's           1 whisky            1 who               1 why               
 1 windsurf          1 wind-surf         1 world             1 wot               1 wow               
 1 write             1 yah               1 yep               1 your              1 you're            
 1 yours             1 yourself          
 
A.K.A 
A.S.A.P 
access 
aggressive 
all good 
All Right 
All right 
all right 
All right 
All Right 
Angel 
April 
ass 
Ass 
Ass 
Asshole 
asshole 
asshole 
Avatar ? 
Awesome 
Babe 
babe 
babe 
babe 
babe 
babe 
Babe 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
baby 
Back (as in I'm back) 
background 
background 
backstage 
Backup 
Bad 
bar 
Basket 
Basket 
Basket 
basket 
basketball 
Basketball 
Basketball 
basketball 
be quiet 
be right back 
be right back 
Beats me! 
beautiful 
beautiful 
beautiful 
Beauty 
believe me 
Best-seller 
bet 
bet 
big 
big blind 
big blind 
bike 
bike 
Bit  
Bitch 
bitch 
bitch 
Bitch 
Bite me 
black out 
blackboard 
Blackboard 
blackboard 
Blackboard 
blacks 
blind 
blog 
Blog 
Bluetooth 
bluff 
Bluff 
bluff 
body balance 
Bodybalance 
Bodyboard 
Bodyboard 
bodyboard 
bodycombat 
bodypump 
bodysurf 
Book 
book 
Books 
Boom 
boss 
Boss 
boyfriend 
brainstorm 
Brainstorm 
break 
break 
breakfast 
bro 
bro  
Brother 
brother 
Brother 
Brushing 
budget 
bugger 
Bugger off 
Burger 
burger king 
busy 
by night 
By the way 
bye 
bye 
Bye 
Bye 
bye 
bye 
bye 
Bye 
bye 
Call 
call 
cap 
car-rent 
CD 
cd 
CD 
CD 
cd 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD 
CD-Rom 
cell phone 
chairman 
chat 
Chat 
Chats 
check it out 
check it out 
Check sound 
check-in 
check-in 
check-up 
Check-up 
chemistry 
Chick 
chill out 
Chip 
Chip 
choose 
Christ 
Ciao 
classes 
clip 
close 
Club 
c'mon 
coca-cola 
coca-cola 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee 
coffee break 
coffee break 
coffee break 
coffeebreak 
colleague 
computer 
computer 
cookies 
Cool 
Cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
cool 
Cool 
Cool 
cool 
cool 
cool baby 
copy 
copy 
copy/paste 
cornflakes 
cornflakes 
cornflakes 
courts 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
crazy 
cute 
Damm 
dark 
DCO Evolution Soccer 
Dealer 
dealer 
Dear lady Peter Pan 
debriefing 
deep 
deep 
Delay 
Deletar (from delete) 
delete 
delete 
delete 
delete 
delta 
design 
Designer 
diet 
Disco 
disco 
disco 
Disco 
Disco 
DJ 
DJ 
dog 
Done! 
Don't stop 
down 
download 
download 
download 
download 
Download 
Download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
download 
downloads 
dozens of IT terms  
draft 
Drink 
drink 
drink 
drinks 
drinks 
drop 
drop 
dude 
duh 
dumping 
dvd 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
DVD 
easy 
elearning 
e-learning 
email 
Email 
email 
email 
email 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
E-mail 
e-mail 
E-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
e-mail 
English 
Essay 
evidence 
Excuse me 
Excuse me 
Export 
eye Toy 
eye toy 
eyeliner 
eyeliner 
fag 
family 
family 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
Fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
Fashion 
Fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
fashion 
feedback 
feedback 
feedback 
feedback 
Feedback 
feeling 
feeling 
Feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
feeling 
fight 
fine 
fine 
fine 
Fine 
finish 
fire 
firmware 
fish 
flash 
flash 
Flash 
flip flop 
Flop 
Flop 
flow 
flyer 
flyers 
Flyers 
Fold 
fold 
Football 
Football 
Football 
forget it 
Franchising 
freakin' awesome 
Freckles 
freelance 
fresh 
Friend 
friend 
friends 
friends 
fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
Fuck 
fuck 
Fuck 
fuck you 
fuck you 
funny guy 
gala 
game boy 
Game over 
Game over 
Game over 
game over 
game over 
Game over 
gangster 
gap 
gay 
Gay 
Gay 
Gay 
general 
give me five 
gloss 
go 
go 
Go 
God 
God 
God damn it! 
goggle 
good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
good morning 
Good Morning 
good morning 
good night 
great 
great 
greetings 
Groovy 
Guiness 
gym 
hacker 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Hamburger 
Happiness 
happy 
happy 
Happy hour 
Hardcore 
hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
Hardware 
hardware 
hardware 
hat-trick 
headphones 
heavy metal 
heavy, dj 
heavy-metal 
hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello 
Hello 
Hello 
hello 
hello 
Hello 
hello 
Hello! 
hello, hi 
hello/hi 
Hello/Hi  
hellocard 
Help me 
Help me! 
Hey 
hey there 
hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi my friend! 
Hi! Hello! 
Hip Hop 
hip hop 
hip-hop 
Hip-Hop 
hip-hop 
hi-tech 
hi-tech 
hobbie 
Holding 
home 
homework 
honey 
Honey 
hot 
hot 
hot dog 
Hotel 
hotel 
Hotspot 
House Musik 
hungry 
I don't know 
I don't know 
I don't know 
I don't understand! 
I guess 
I guess so… 
I know 
I miss you 
ice tea 
ice tea 
Ice Tea 
I'll be back 
illegible 
illegible 
illegible 
illegible 
I'm 
I'm away 
Import 
imposex ? 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in love 
in studying 
Indeed 
insert 
internet 
internet 
internet 
Internet 
Internet 
internet 
internet 
Internet 
internet 
Internet 
Internet 
Internet 
it really sucks 
Jam 
jazz 
jazz 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
Jeans 
jeans 
Jeans 
Jeep 
Jesus 
Jesus Christ 
joke 
just a little bit 
just in case 
just in case 
just in time 
K.O 
k.o. 
ketchup 
ketchup 
Keyboard 
keyboard 
Keyboard 
Kick 
Kinda (kind of) 
king 
kiss 
Kiss 
Kiss 
kiss 
Kiss 
Kiss/es 
kisses 
Kit 
kite surf 
kitesurf 
knife 
L.O.L. 
laptop 
laser 
Lay-off 
Leasing 
Leasing 
Let it be 
let's go 
let's go 
let's go 
let's go 
Let's go 
life 
light 
light 
light 
link 
Links 
lip 
loading 
log-in 
lol 
LoL 
lol 
LOL 
lol 
look 
lots of English 
expressions 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
love 
Love 
love 
Love 
Love 
love 
love 
love 
Love 
Love 
Low cost 
Made in 
mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
mail 
making off 
manager 
marketing 
Marketing 
maybe 
Me 
me and myself 
Mega-bit 
Memo 
Mensenger 
Merchandising 
Message 
message 
Messenger 
Messenger 
Messenger 
messenger 
messenger 
Messenger 
Messenger 
Messenger 
messenger 
metal 
Microsoft Word 
milk 
milkshake 
Mind Games 
Miss 
miss 
Mister 
money 
money 
Money 
monkey 
Moon 
mother 
Mother Board 
Motherboard 
Motherboard 
Motherboard 
move 
Move 
MP3 
msn messenger 
music 
Music 
must 
my 
My 
my love 
Need 
need 
net 
Net 
Net 
net 
net 
net  
net (as in internet) 
Nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
Nice 
Nice 
nice 
Nice 
nice 
nice 
Nice 
nice 
Nice 
Nice 
nice 
nice 
nice 
Nice 
nice 
nigga 
nigga/nigger 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
Night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
night 
no 
no 
no 
No 
No 
no 
no  
no fuckin way 
no kidding…! 
no yes 
nope 
Nothing 
O.K 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
O.K. 
off 
Off the record 
offline 
off-line 
Oh my God! 
Oh my God! 
Oh My God/Oh God 
OK 
OK 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
OK 
Ok 
OK 
Ok 
OK 
OK 
ok 
OK 
OK 
ok 
OK 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
ok 
Ok 
Ok! 
ok? 
Okay 
Okay 
okay 
omg 
online 
On-line 
open mind 
out 
out 
out 
outlet 
outside 
p.c. 
pacemaker 
Pace-maker 
pal 
party 
party 
party 
party 
Party 
party 
password 
Password 
password 
password 
paste 
PC 
PC 
pc 
PC 
PC 
PC 
pc 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
PC 
pc 
peace 
peeling 
pen 
pen 
pen 
Pen 
Pen 
Pen 
Pen 
pen 
pen 
pen 
Pen 
pen 
pen 
Pen 
pênalti 
penalty 
penalty 
pendrive 
Pen-Drive 
Pen-Drive 
pen-drive 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
people 
perfect 
performance 
pizza 
play 
play 
Play-list 
playstation 
playstation 
Playstation 
Playstation 
Playstation 
please 
please 
Please 
Please 
Poker 
poker 
pool 
Pop 
pop, soul 
Portfolio 
postar (from to post) 
postar (from to post) 
Power 
ppl/people 
primer 
Princess 
print 
Printar (from print) 
private 
Private joke 
private joke 
private joke 
Private joke 
pullover 
Pullover 
puzzle 
R & B 
R & B 
raise 
raise 
Rand B 
randomizer 
Ranking 
Ranking 
rap 
rappers 
rave-party 
rayban 
read 
ready 
ready 
really 
reboot 
Record 
relax 
relax 
Rent-a-car 
Reporter (report) 
Reset 
reset 
Resort 
restaurant 
retail park 
Retail Park 
Retail Park 
retail park 
retail park 
right 
right 
right 
River 
River 
roaming 
Roaming 
rock 
Rock 
Rock 
rock 
rock 
rock and roll 
Rock'n'roll 
router 
rule( r ) 
sandwich 
sandwich 
Sandwich 
scanner 
scanner 
screenshots 
screw you 
season 
see you 
see you soon 
Self-service 
service 
sex 
sexshop 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
sexy 
Sexy 
shake your booty! 
Shampoo 
Share 
Ship 
shit 
shit 
shit 
shit 
shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
Shopping 
Shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
Shopping 
shopping 
Shopping 
Shopping 
shot 
shot 
shot 
shot 
shot 
Shot 
Shot 
shot 
shotgun 
shots 
shots 
shut up 
shut up 
shut up 
shut up 
shut up! 
Shut up! 
sis 
sister 
sister 
sister 
site 
Site 
Site 
Site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
site 
Skate 
Skateboard 
Sketch 
Sky 
Sleep 
slot 
Slotmachines 
slow 
small blind 
Smallblind 
Smart ass 
smell 
smell 
Smile 
Smoker 
smoker 
sms 
sms 
Snack 
Snack-bar 
snob 
Snowboarding 
So sweet! 
Soft 
Soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
soft 
Software 
Software 
Software 
Software 
software 
software 
software 
sorry 
sorry 
sorry 
Sorry 
sorry 
sorry 
sorry 
Sorry 
Sorry 
soul 
Sound 
speed 
speed 
spot 
spot 
spot 
Spread 
Spyware 
Staff 
Stand up Comedy 
Standard 
Star 
star 
Star 
star 
start 
status 
Stock 
stop 
Stop 
Stop 
store 
strange 
strawberry cheesecake 
Street 
stress 
Stress 
Strip 
Strip 
style 
subwoofer 
Sun 
sunglasses 
surf 
Surf 
surf 
Surf 
surf 
swearing 
sweat 
sweat shirt 
Sweatshirt 
sweatshirt 
Sweat-shirt 
Sweet 
sweet 
sweetheart 
sweetie 
swing 
tattoo 
Tea 
telephone 
Tell me 
Tenis 
tennis 
thank you 
thank you 
Thank you 
Thank you 
Thanks 
thanks 
thanks 
thanks 
Thanks 
Thanks/Thank you 
that's right 
that's what I like it 
the end 
Time 
time 
timing 
Timing 
toast 
top 
tour 
True 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
t-shirt 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
T-shirt 
t-shirt 
Tuning 
Tuning 
Tuning 
Tuning 
turn over 
Tush (buttocks) 
tuti-doping ? 
TV 
unbelievable 
underscore 
update 
upgrade 
upload 
upload 
upload 
very 
very British 
very good 
very nice 
very nice 
very nice 
very nice! 
Very Well 
vibe 
volleyball 
volleyball 
W.C 
wait 
wake up 
wakeboard 
wakeboard 
Wallpaper 
war 
watch 
webcam 
weekend 
what 
what 
what 
what 
What 
What 
what a stallion 
what do you want? 
what the fuck 
what the fuck! 
what the hell? 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
Whatever 
whatever 
whatever 
what's up 
What's up 
what's up! 
what's up? 
what's up? 
Where's that? 
Whisky 
Who cares? 
why 
windows 
windows 
Windows 
windows 
Windows Media Player 
windsurf 
Wind-surf 
winner 
winner 
winner 
wireless 
word 
work 
Workshop 
wot up dog 
wow! 
write 
ya 
ya 
ya 
yah 
Yap 
yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
yeah 
Yeah  
Yeah…Right! 
yep 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
Yes 
yes 
yes 
Yes babe 
yo! 
yo! 
You 
you and me 
you can do it 
you're welcome 
yup 
yup! 
zip it 
zip it 
 
Analysis based on the whole vocabulary 
Total vocabulary = 757 types 
Project wordcount = 2533 tokens 
Types/tokens = 0.29885511 
Types/sqrt(tokens) = 15.04105449 
Yule's k = 54.88078485 
 
66 ok               63 cool             54 night            52 hello            44 nice              
40 yes              39 fashion          36 e-mail           28 t-shirt          25 bye               
25 pen              24 fuck             22 love             21 people           20 cd                
20 pc               20 up               19 download         19 internet         19 you               
18 in               18 no               18 shopping         18 site             18 whatever          
17 mail             16 k                16 out              15 copy             15 o                 
14 go               14 hi               14 it               14 me               14 paste             
14 right            14 what             13 dvd              13 good             13 jeans             
13 sexy             12 blackboard       12 coffee           12 god              12 hardware          
12 messenger        12 my               12 software         12 stop             11 let's             
11 shit             11 sorry            10 baby             10 feeling          10 marketing         
10 shot             10 thanks            9 babe              9 crazy             9 disco             
9 fine              9 i                 9 man               9 party             9 shut              
9 soft              9 yeah              8 a                 8 lol               8 net               
8 password          8 please            8 very              7 all               7 break             
7 bus               7 email             7 game              7 hamburger         7 oh                
7 over              7 surf              7 the               6 and               6 background        
6 be                6 bitch             6 brother           6 don't             6 feedback          
6 hot               6 kiss              6 money             6 of                6 okay              
6 p                 6 rock              5 b                 5 back              5 bar               
5 bodyboard         5 c                 5 delete            5 e-learning        5 gay               
5 joke              5 light             5 motherboard       5 off               5 park              
5 playstation       5 private           5 retail            5 sweet             5 tea               
5 thank             5 top               5 what's            5 windows           4 ass               
4 basket            4 basketball        4 beautiful         4 blind             4 boxers            
4 clip              4 divx              4 drink             4 eyeliner          4 from              
4 great             4 ice               4 illegible         4 just              4 know              
4 manager           4 media             4 miss              4 print             4 relax             
4 scanner           4 smile             4 sms               4 star              4 sweat             
4 take              4 time              4 tuning            4 way               3 anyway            
3 as                3 asshole           3 away              3 big               3 bike              
3 blog              3 bluff             3 boss              3 bro               3 check             
3 christ            3 c'mon             3 cornflakes        3 damn              3 dj                
3 dog               3 drive             3 easy              3 eye               3 family            
3 flash             3 flop              3 football          3 friend            3 friends           
3 fun               3 happy             3 hip-hop           3 honey             3 i'm               
3 inputs            3 jesus             3 keyboard          3 kisses            3 look              
3 mind              3 morning           3 on                3 online            3 penalty           
3 pen-drive         3 play              3 portfolio         3 r                 3 ranking           
3 sandwich          3 see               3 sister            3 speed             3 spot              
3 stakeholder       3 upload            3 volleyball        3 wake              3 winner            
3 wireless          3 word              3 work              3 ya                3 yup               
2 awesome           2 beach             2 beer              2 bet               2 bit               
2 blush             2 book              2 brainstorm        2brainstorming      2 bugger            
2 burger            2 by                2 call              2 case              2 cd-rom            
2 chat              2 check-in          2 check-up          2 chip              2 coca-cola         
2 computer          2 deadline          2 dealer            2 deep              2 do                
2 drinks            2 drop              2 english           2 excuse            2 five              
2 flyers            2 fold              2 forward           2 franchising       2 give              
2 gloss             2 guess             2 happiness         2 heavy             2 help              
2 hey               2 hip               2 hi-tech           2 hop               2 hotel             
2 house             2 input             2 jazz              2 ketchup           2 king              
2 kitesurf          2 know-how          2 laptop            2 leasing           2 message           
2 metal             2 microsoft         2 mother            2 move              2 music             
2 need              2 news              2 nigga             2 offline           2 off-line          
2 on-line           2 outlet            2 outputs           2 outsourcing       2 perfect           
2 performance       2 phone             2 player            2 poker             2 pop               
2 post              2 postar            2 profile           2 pullover          2 pumps             
2 quiet             2 raise             2 ready             2 really            2 record            
 2 report            2 reset             2 rise              2 river             2 roaming           
 2 s                 2 self-service      2 shake             2 shine             2 shirt             
 2 shops             2 shots             2 skate             2 sleep             2 smell             
 2 smoker            2 so                2 soul              2 sound             2 stakeholders      
 2 stand             2 stock             2 stress            2 strip             2 sucks             
 2 sweater           2 sweatshirt        2 tennis            2 that's            2 timing            
 2 to                2 tour              2 toy               2 underwear         2 update            
 2 video             2 w                 2 wakeboard         2 web               2 workshop          
 2 yo                2 zip               1 access            1 account           1 aftershave        
 1 aggressive        1 angel             1 any               1 april             1 avatar            
 1 backstage         1 backup            1 bad               1 balance           1 band              
 1 bear              1 beats             1 beauty            1 behave            1 believe           
 1 best-seller       1 bite              1 black             1 blacks            1 blockbuster       
 1 bluetooth         1 board             1 body              1 bodybalance       1 bodycombat        
 1 bodypump          1 bodysurf          1 boogie            1 books             1 boom              
 1 boost             1 booty             1 boring            1 bowline           1 bowling           
 1 boy               1 boyfriend         1 breakfast         1 british           1 brushing          
 1 budget            1 business          1 busy              1 buttocks          1 cam               
 1 can               1 cap               1 cares             1 car-rent          1 catering          
 1 cds               1 cell              1 chairman          1 chart             1 chats             
 1 cheese            1 cheesecake        1 chemistry         1 chick             1 chill             
 1 choose            1 ciao              1 city              1 classes           1 clean             
 1 close             1 clothes           1 club              1 clumsy            1 coat              
 1 cocktail          1 colleague         1 come              1 comedy            1 comic             
 1 company           1 connects          1 cookies           1 cost              1 course            
 1 courts            1 crap              1 cute              1 damm              1 dance             
 1 dark              1 darling           1 datashow          1 dco               1 dear              
 1 debriefing        1 delay             1 deletar           1 delta             1 design            
 1 designer          1 diet              1 difference        1 disappointment    1 done              
 1 down              1 downloads         1 downsizing        1 dozens            1 draft             
 1 dreams            1 drive-in          1 dude              1 duh               1 dumping           
 1 e                 1 each              1 elearning         1 end               1 es                
 1 essay             1 europe            1 evidence          1 evolution         1 exit              
 1 export            1 expressions       1 fag               1 fight             1 finish            
 1 fire              1 firmware          1 fish              1 flip              1 floor             
 1 flow              1 flyer             1 forget            1 freakin'          1 freckles          
 1 freedom           1 freelance         1 fresh             1 fuckin            1 funny             
 1 gala              1 games             1 gangster          1 gap               1 general           
 1 get               1 goggle            1 goodbye           1 gosh              1 greetings         
 1 groovy            1 guidelines        1 guiness           1 guy               1 gym               
 1 hacker            1 hand              1 hardcore          1 hat-trick         1 headphones        
 1 heavy-metal       1 hell              1 hellocard         1 helloooo          1 hobbie            
 1 holding           1 home              1 homework          1 hotmail           1 hotpants          
 1 hotspot           1 hour              1 humanity          1 hungry            1 idea              
 1 identity          1 i'll              1 import            1 imposex           1 indeed            
 1 insert            1 ipod              1 ipods             1 is                1 jah               
 1 jam               1 jeep              1 kart              1 kick              1 kidding           
 1 kind              1 kinda             1 kit               1 kite              1 knife             
 1 knockout          1 ko                1 label             1 lady              1 laser             
 1 lay-off           1 layout            1 let               1 life              1 like              
 1 liner             1 link              1 links             1 lip               1 lipgloss          
 1 little            1 lives             1 loading           1 log               1 log-in            
 1 lots              1 low               1 lunch             1 made              1 making            
 1 matter            1 maybe             1 mean              1 mega-bit          1 memo              
 1 men               1 mensenger         1 merchandising     1 milk              1 milkshake         
 1 mister            1 monkey            1 moon              1 mp                1 msn               
 1 mum               1 mummy             1 musik             1 must              1 myself            
 1 nalti             1 national          1 network           1 never             1 nevermind         
 1 nigger            1 nope              1 nothing           1 omg               1 open              
 1 other             1 outline           1 output            1 outside           1 pacemaker         
 1 pace-maker        1 pal               1 pan               1 pay-shop          1 peace             
 1 peeling           1 pendisk           1 pendrive          1 peter             1 phones            
 1 photo             1 piece             1 pizza             1 play-list         1 pool              
 1 positive          1 post-it           1 power             1 powerpoint        1 ppl               
 1 primer            1 princess          1 printar           1 problem           1 pull              
 1 pussy             1 puzzle            1 rand              1 randomizer        1 rap               
 1 rappers           1 rave              1 rave-party        1 rayban            1 read              
 1 reboot            1 rent-a-car        1 reporter          1 resort            1 restaurant        
 1 rock'n'roll       1 roll              1 router            1 rugby             1 rule              
 1 running           1 save              1 scouting          1 screen            1 screenshots       
 1 screw             1 season            1 service           1 sex               1 sexshop           
 1 shampoo           1 share             1 shiny             1 ship              1 shitty            
 1 shoes             1 shotgun           1 show              1 sis               1 six-pack          
 1 skateboard        1 sketch            1 skirt             1 sky               1 slot              
 1 slotmachines      1 slow              1 small             1 smallblind        1 smart             
 1 smoking           1 snack             1 snackbar          1 snack-bar         1 snob              
 1 snowboarding      1 soccer            1 somebody's        1 soon              1 spread            
 1 spyware           1 squash            1 staff             1 stallion          1 standard          
 1 standby           1 stars             1 start             1 status            1 stilettos         
 1 store             1 strange           1 strawberry        1 street            1 style             
 1 subwoofer         1 sun               1 sunglasses        1 swearing          1 sweat-shirt       
 1 sweetheart        1 sweetie           1 sweety            1 swing             1 tattoo            
 1 telephone         1 tell              1 terms             1 that              1 ther              
 1 there             1 tight             1 title             1 toast             1 tonight           
 1 trench            1 true              1 turn              1 tush              1 tuti-doping       
 1 tv                1 unbelievable      1 underground       1 underscore        1 understand        
 1 upgrade           1 usb               1 user              1 vibe              1 vibration         
 1 visitors          1 wait              1 wallpaper         1 want              1 war               
 1 watch             1 webcam            1 website           1 weekend           1 welcome           
 1 well              1 where's           1 whisky            1 who               1 why               
 1 windsurf          1 wind-surf         1 world             1 wot               1 wow               
 1 write             1 yah               1 yep               1 your              1 you're            
 1 yours             1 yourself          
 
A.K.A
A.S.A.P
A.S.A.P.
access
access
account user
aftershave
aggressive
all good
all night
All Right
All right
all right
All right
All Right
All stars
Angel
Any?
Anyway
anyway
anyway
anyway
April
ass
Ass
Ass
Asshole
asshole
asshole
automatic
Avatar ?
Awesome
B2B
Babe
babe
babe
babe
babe
babe
Babe
Baby
baby
baby
baby
baby
baby
baby
baby
baby
baby
baby
Back (as in I'm back )
Background
Background
background
background
background
background
backstage
backstage
Backup
Bad
Band
Bar
bar
bar
bar
bar
Basket
Basket
Basket
basket
basketball
Basketball
Basketball
basketball
basketball
Be quiet
be quiet
be right back
be right back
Beach
beach
beach
Beats me!
beautiful
beautiful
beautiful
beautiful
Beauty
because
Beer
beer
beer
beer
believe me
Best-seller
Best-seller
bet
bet
big
big blind
big blind
bike
bike
bike
Bit 
Bitch
bitch
Bitch
bitch
bitch
Bitch
Bite me
black out
blackboard
Blackboard
Blackboard
Blackboard
blackboard
Blackboard
blackboard
Blackboard
Blackboard
Blackboard
blackboard
Blackboard
blacks
blind
Blockbuster
blog
blog
Blog
Bluetooth
bluff
Bluff
bluff
blush
blush
body balance
Bodybalance
bodyboard
bodyboard
Bodyboard
Bodyboard
bodyboard
bodycombat
bodypump
bodysurf
Book
book
Books
Boom
Boost
boots ride
Boring
boss
boss
Boss
Both
bowline
Bowling
bowling
boxers
Boxers
Boxers
Boxers
boy
boy
boyfriend
brainstorm
Brainstorm
brainstorming
Brainstorming
break
break
breakfast
bro
bro 
Bro(ther)
brother
brother
brother
Brother
brother
Brother
brother
brother
brother
brother
brother
Brushing
budget
bugger
Bugger off
Burger
burger king
bus
bus
bus
bus
bus
bus
bus
bus
Business
business
business
business
business
business
businessmen
businessmen
businesswoman
businesswomen
busy
by night
By the way
bye
bye
Bye
bye
bye
Bye
Bye
Bye
Bye
bye
Bye
Bye
bye
bye
bye
Bye
bye
bye bye
Bye Bye
bye bye
Bye Bye
Call
call
call
call
cap
car-rent
cash flow
cat
Catering
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
Cd
CD
cd
CD
CD
cd
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
cd-rom
CD-Rom
CDs
cell phone
chairman
chat
Chat
chat
Chats
check it out
check it out
Check sound
check-in
check-in
check-up
Check-up
cheese
chemistry
Chick
chill out
Chip
Chip
choose
Christ
Ciao
city
classes
Clean
Clip
clip
close
Club
clumsy
c'mon
C'mon
c'mon
coca-cola
coca-cola
cocktail
coffe break
coffee
coffee
coffee
coffee
coffee
coffee
coffee
coffee brake
coffee break
coffee break
coffee break
coffeebreak
colleague
Come on
come on
Comic
company
computer
computer
computer
computer
concrete
connects
cookies
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
Cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
Cool
Cool
Cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
Cool
Cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool
cool baby
copy
copy
copy
copy paste
copy paste
copy paste
copy/past
copy/paste
copy/paste
copy/paste
copy/paste
copy/paste
copy/paste
copy/paste
copy; paste
corner
cornflakes
cornflakes
cornflakes
courts
crap
crazy
crazy
crazy
crazy
crazy
crazy
crazy
crazy
crazy
cute
cute (writen)
d.j.
Damm
damn
damn
Damn!
dance floor
dark
darling
Datashow
date
DCO Evolution Soccer
Deadline
Deadline
Dealer
dealer
Dear lady Peter Pan
debriefing
deep
deep
Delay
Deletar (from delete)
delete
delete
delete
delete
delta
design
Designer
diet
Difference
disappointment
Disco
disco
disco
Disco
Disco
disco
disco
Disco
Disco
Divx
Divx
Divx
divx
DJ
DJ
dog
dog
dog
Done!
don't matter
Don't stop
down
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
Download
Download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
download
downloads
Downsizing
dozens of IT terms 
draft
Drink
drink
drink
drink
drinks
drinks
drive
Drive
Drive in
Drive-in
drive-in
drop
drop
dude
duh
dumping
DVD
DVD
dvd
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD
e mail
easy
Either
elearning
E-learning
e-learning
E-learning
e-learning
e-learning
e-learning
E-learning
email
email
email
Email
email
email
email
e-mail
e-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
e-mail
E-mail
E-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
E-mail
e-mail
E-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
e-mail
E-mail
e-mail
e-mail
English
Essay
Europe
ever
evidence
excel
Excuse me
Excuse me
exit
expert
Export
Eye liner
eye Toy
eye toy
eyeliner
eyeliner
eyeliner
eyeliner
fag
fag (=gay)
fair play
Family
family
family
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
Fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
Fashion
fashion
fashion
Fashion
Fashion
Fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
Fashion
fashion
fashion
Fashion
Fashion
Fashion
fashion
Fashion
Fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashion
fashionable
father
feedback
feedback
feedback
feedback
feedback
Feedback
feedback
feed-back
feeling
feeling
feeling
Feeling
feeling
feeling
feeling
feeling
feeling
feeling
feeling
Feeling
feeling
fight
fine
fine
Fine
Fine
fine
fine
fine
Fine
fine!
finish
finish
fire
firmware
first
fish
flash
flash
Flash
flashcards
flat
flat
flip flop
Flop
Flop
flow
fly or die
flyer
flyers
Flyers
Fold
fold
Football
Football
Football
football
football
football
football
forget it
forward
forward
Franchising
Franchising
freakin' awesome
Freckles
Freedom
freelance
fresh
Friend
friend
Friends
friends
friends
friends
front ride
Fuck
fuck
Fuck
fuck
fuck
fuck
fuck
Fuck
Fuck
Fuck
Fuck
Fuck
Fuck
fuck
Fuck
fuck
fuck
fuck
fuck
fuck
Fuck off
Fuck you
Fuck you
Fuck you
fuck you
fuck you
Fuck!
Fun
fun
fun
funny guy
gala
game
game boy
Game over
Game over
Game over
game over
game over
Game over
gangster
gap
Gay
gay
Gay
Gay
Gay
general
get out
girl
give me five
give me five
gloss
gloss
go
go
Go
go
go
go out
God
God
God
God damn it!
goggle
good
Good
good
Good
Good
Good
good bye
Good lucky
good morning
Good Morning
good morning
good night
Good!!
Goodbye
goodbye
goodbye
goodbye
google
great
great
great
great
Great!
greetings
Groovy
Guidelines
Guiness
gym
hacker
hamburger
Hamburger
Hamburger
Hamburger
Hamburger
Hamburger
Hamburger
hamburger
hamburger
hamburger
hamburger
hamburger
Hand out
handout
Happiness
Happiness
happy
happy
Happy hour
Hardcore
hardware
hardware
Hardware
Hardware
hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
hardware
hardware
hardware
hat-trick
headphones
heavy
heavy metal
heavy, dj
heavy-metal
hello
hello
Hello
Hello
hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
hello
Hello
Hello
hello
hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
hello
Hello
hello
Hello
hello
Hello
hello
Hello
Hello
hello
Hello
hello
Hello
Hello
Hello
hello
hello
Hello
hello
hello
hello
hello
hello
Hello
hello sweety
Hello!
Hello!
Hello!
hello!
hello, hi
hello/hi
Hello/Hi 
hellocard
Helloooo!
Help me
Help me!
Hey
hey there
Hi
Hi
Hi
hi
Hi
Hi
Hi
Hi my friend!
Hi! Hello!
hi5
hi5
hi5
hi5
hi5
Hip Hop
hip hop
hip-hop
Hip-Hop
hip-hop
hi-tech
hi-tech
hobbie
hobbies
Holding
holiday
home
homework
homework
honey
Honey
Honey!
horrible
Hot
hot
Hot
hot
hot
hot dog
hot dog
Hotel
hotel
hotmail
hotpants
Hotspot
house
house
House
House Musik
housework
Humanity
hungry
husband
I
I am fine
I don't
I don't know
I don't know
I don't know
I don't understand!
I feel good
I guess
I guess so…
I know
I like
I love you
I miss you
I need
ice tea
ice tea
ice tea
Ice Tea
Identity
I'll be back
I'm
I'm away
I'm socked
Import
imposex ?
In
in
In
in
in
in
in
in love
in studying
Indeed
input
input
input
inputs
inputs
inputs
insert
Interface
internet
internet
Internet
internet
internet
internet
Internet
Internet
internet
internet
Internet
internet
Internet
Internet
Internet
internet
internet
internet
Internet 
Internet 
Internet 
Ipod
Ipods
it really sucks
jacket
jah lives
Jam
jazz
jazz
jean
jeans
jeans
Jeans
Jeans
Jeans
Jeans
Jeans
Jeans
Jeans
jeans
Jeans
Jeep
Jesus
Jesus Christ
Jesus Christ
joke
just a little bit
just in case
just in case
just in time
K.O
K.O.
k.o.
kart
keeper
ketchup
ketchup
Keyboard
keyboard
Keyboard
Kick
Kinda (kind of)
king
kiss
Kiss
Kiss
kiss
Kiss
kiss
kiss
kiss
Kiss/es
kisses
kisses
kisses
Kisses & behave
Kit
kite surf
kitesurf
kitesurf
knife
knockout
know-how
know-how
know-how
ko
kyte
L.O.L.
Label
Laptop
laptop
laser
Lay-off
Layout
Leasing
Leasing
Let it be
Let's Boogie
let's go
let's go
let's go
let's go
let's go
let's go
Let's go
let's go
let's go!
Let's go!
letter
life
light
light
light
light
light
like
like
link
Links
lip
lipgloss
lite
little
loading
log in/out
login
log-in
LOL
lol
lol
LoL
lol
LOL
lol
look
look
look
look
look
look
lots of English expressions
love
love
love
love
love
love
love
love
love
Love
love
Love
Love
love
love
love
Love
Love
love
love
love each other
Low cost
lunch
MacDonald's
Made in
mail
Mail
Mail
Mail
mail
mail
mail
Mail
mail
mail
mail
mail
mail
mail
mail 
making off
man
man
man
man
man
man
man
man
man
man
man
man
man
man
manager
Manager
manager
manager
manager
marketing
marketing
marketing
Marketing
Marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
Marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
marketing
Mass media
maybe
Me
Me
me and myself
mean
media
media
Media Player
Mega-bit
Memo
memory stick
men
Mensenger
Merchandising
merchandising
Message
message
Messenger
Messenger
Messenger
Messenger
messenger
messenger
Messenger
Messenger
Messenger
messenger
messenger
messenger & mail
metal
Microsoft
Microsoft Word
milk
milkshake
Mind Games
Miss
Miss
miss
miss and mister
Mister
money
money
money
money
money
Money
money
monkey
monkey
Moon
mother
mother
mother
Mother Board
motherboard
motherboard
Motherboard
Motherboard
Motherboard
move
Move
MP3
msn messenger
mum
mummy
music
Music
Music
must
my
My
my baby
my care
My god
My god
my last 
my love
my love
my love
my man
nailpolish
National Idea
Need
need
net
Net
Net
Net
net
net
net
net 
net (as in internet)
Network
Never
never mind
nevermind
News
news
nice
nice
nice
Nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
Nice
nice
Nice
Nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
Nice
Nice
nice
Nice
nice
nice
Nice
nice
Nice
Nice
nice
nice
nice
Nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nice
nigga
nigga/nigger
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
Night
night
night
night
night
Night
Night
night
night
night
night
Night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
Night
night
night
Night
night
night
night
Night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
night
no
no
no
No
no
no
no
No
No
no
no
no
no
No
no 
no fuckin way
no kidding…!
No problem
no problem
No shit!
No way
No way…
no yes
none
nope
Nothing
O.K
O.K
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
o.k.
O.K.
of course
off
off shore
Off the record
offline
offline
offline
offline
off-line
off-line
off-side
off-side
off-side
Oh God!
oh my God
Oh my God!
Oh my God!
Oh My God/Oh God
Oh my gosh!
OK
OK
OK
ok
ok
OK
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
OK
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
OK
OK
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
Ok
OK
Ok
OK
OK
ok
OK
OK
ok
OK
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
Ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
OK
OK
ok
ok
ok
ok
Ok 
Ok 
Ok 
ok!
ok!
ok!
Ok!
ok?
okay
okay
okay
Okay
Okay
okay
omg
on
on/off
online
online
online
online
online
online
online
on-line
On-line
On-line
open mind
Out
out
out
out
out
out
out
outlet
outlet
outline
output
output
outputs
outputs
outside
outside
outsourcing
Outsourcing
P.C.
P.C.
p.c.
pacemaker
Pace-maker
pal
papel
Paris,Texas
Party
party
Party
party
party
party
party
Party
party
password
password
password
Password
password
Password
password
password
password
Password, etc…
Paste
paste
pay-shop
PC
PC
PC
pc
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
pc
PC
PC
PC
pc
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
pc
peace
peeling
peeling
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
Pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
pen
pen
pen
Pen
pen
pen
Pen
pen (USB)
Pen drive
pênalti
Penalty
penalty
penalty
pendisk
pendrive
Pen-Drive
Pen-Drive
pen-drive
pen-drive
pen-drive
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
People
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
Perfect
perfect
Performance
performance
Performance
Phone
phones
Photo
photo
piece of crap
pig
pizza
Play
play
play
play
player
Play-list
playstation
playstation
Playstation
Playstation
Playstation
playstation
please
please
please
Please
please
please
Please
Please
please
please
Poker
poker
poker
polite
pool
Pop
pop, soul
Portfolio
portfolio
Portfolio
Positive
postar (from to post)
postar (from to post)
post-it
Power
powerpoint
ppl/people
primer
Princess
print
print
print
Print screen
Printar (from print)
prison break
Prison Break
private
Private joke
private joke
private joke
Private joke
Profile
Profile Visitors
Program
Pull and Bear
pullover
Pullover
pumps
pumps
pussy
puzzle
R & B
R & B
raise
raise
Rand B
randomizer
ranking
Ranking
Ranking
rap
rappers
rave
rave-party
rayban
read
ready
ready
really
reboot
Record
re-fill
Relax
Relax
relax
relax
Relax
Rent-a-car
report
Reporter (report)
Reset
reset
Resort
restaurant
restaurant
retail park
Retail Park
Retail Park
retail park
retail park
right
Right
right
right
right
Rise and Shine!
Rise and Shine!
River
River
roaming
Roaming
rock
Rock
Rock
rock
rock
rock and roll
rock and roll
Rock'n'roll
router
Rugby
rule( r )
rules
sandwich
sandwich
Sandwich
sandwich
save as
Scanner
scanner
scanner
scanner
scouting
screenshots
screw you
season
see you
See you 
see you soon
self-service
Self-service
Self-service
service
sex
sexshop
sex-shop
Sexy
sexy
sexy
sexy
sexy
sexy
Sexy
sexy
sexy
sexy
sexy
sexy
Sexy
Shake it babe…
shake your booty!
Shampoo
Share
shell
shiny
Ship
shit
Shit
shit
shit
shit
shit
shit
shit
shit
shit
shit
Shit!
Shit!
shitty
Shoes
shopping
shopping
shopping
shopping
Shopping
shopping
Shopping
shopping
Shopping
Shopping
Shopping
shopping
Shopping
Shopping
shopping
Shopping
Shopping
shopping
shopping (let's go)
Shops
shops
shot
shot
shot
shot
shot
shot
Shot
Shot
shot
shot (drink)
shotgun
shots
shots
shots
show
show
shut up
Shut up
shut up
shut up
shut up
shut up
Shut up!
shut up!
Shut up!
sis
sister
sister
sister
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
Site
Site
Site
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
sites
six-pack
skate
Skate
Skateboard
Sketch
Skirt
Sky
Sleep
sleep
Sleep tight
slot
Slotmachines
slow
small blind
Smallblind
Smart ass
smell
smell
smile
smile
smile
Smile
Smoker
smoker
smoking
SMS
sms
sms
sms
Snack
snackbar
Snack-bar
snob
snow-board
Snowboarding
So sweet!
soccer
Soft
Soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
soft
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
software
software
software
Somebody's in the house tonight…
sorry
sorry
sorry
sorry
sorry
Sorry
sorry
sorry
sorry
Sorry
Sorry
sorry
sorry
Sorry
sorry
sorry
soul
soul
Sound
Speed
speed
speed
spot
spot
spot
spot
spot
Spread
Spyware
squash
Staff
Stakeholder
stakeholder
stakeholder
Stakeholders
stakeholders
stand
Stand up Comedy
Standard
standby
Star
star
Star
star
start
status
steel
stilettos
Stock
Stock
stop
Stop
stop
stop
stop
STOP
Stop
Stop
stop
Stop
Stop
stop
stop
stop
Stop
Stop
store
store
strange
strawberry cheesecake
Street
stress
Stress
Strip
Strip
stupid
style
subwoofer
sucks
summer
summer
summer
summer
Sun
sunglasses
surf
surf
Surf
surf
Surf
surf
surfing
swearing
sweat
sweat
Sweat Shirt
sweat shirt
sweater
sweater
Sweatshirt
sweatshirt
Sweat-shirt
sweet
Sweet
sweet
sweet dreams
sweetheart
sweetie
swell
swing
Take away
Take away
take it easy
Take it easy
tattoo
Tea
tea
telephone
Tell me
Tenis
tennis
tennis
thank you
thank you
Thank you
Thank you
Thank you
thanks
Thanks
Thanks
thanks
Thanks
thanks
thanks
thanks
Thanks
thanks
thanks
Thanks/Thank you
that's right
that's what I like it
the end
thing
Time
time
time is running out
timing
Timing
timing
title
toast
too late
top
top
top
top (chart)
top (clothes)
tour
trench coat
trendy
trendy
trendy
True
T-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt
t-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt
t-shirt
t-shirt
t-shirt
t-shirt
t-shirt
t-shirt
t-shirt
t-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt
t-shirt
t-shirt
T-shirt
t-shirt
T-shirt
t-shirt
T-shirt
T-shirt & jeans
Tuning
Tuning
Tuning
Tuning
turn over
Tush (buttocks)
tuti-doping ?
TV
unbelievable
underground
underscore
underwear
underwear
Up yours
update
update
update
upgrade
upload
upload
upload
very
very British
very good
very nice
very nice
very nice
very nice!
Very Well
vibe
vibration
video clip
video clip
Volleyball
volleyball
volleyball
volleyball
W.C
W.C.
wait
wake up
wake up
wake up
wakeboard
wakeboard
walking
Wallpaper
war
war
watch
WC
weather
web
web
web cam
webcam
website
website
weekend
weekend
weekend
weekend
weekend
weekend
weekend
what
what
what
what
what
What
What
what
what a stallion
what do you want?
what the fuck
what the fuck!
what the hell?
what?
whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
Whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
Whatever
whatever
whatever
whatever
Whatever
what's up
What's up
what's up!
what's up?
what's up?
Where's that?
Whisky
Who cares?
why
win
windows
windows
Windows
windows
windows
Windows
Windows
Windows Media Player
windsurf
Wind-surf
wine
wine
winner
winner
winner
wireless
wireless
wireless
woman
woman
Word
word
work
work
work
workshop
Workshop
Workshop
world tour
wot up dog
wow!
write
ya
ya
ya
ya
yah
Yap
Yeah
yeah
yeah
yeah
yeah
yeah
yeah
Yeah 
Yeah…Right!
yep
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
yes
Yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
yes
Yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Yes
yes 
Yes babe
yes/no
yo!
yo!
You
you and me
you can do it
you're welcome
yourself
yup
yup!
zapping
zip it
zip it
zoom
Analysis based on the whole vocabulary 
Total vocabulary = 857 types 
Project wordcount = 2973 tokens 
Types/tokens = 0.28826102 
Types/sqrt(tokens) = 15.71749632 
Yule's k = 53.44207295 
 
82 ok               77 cool             58 hello            56 night            50 yes               
49 nice             45 fashion          41 e-mail           29 fuck             29 t-shirt           
26 bye              26 love             26 pen              24 download         24 no                
23 marketing        22 internet         22 people           21 you              20 cd                
20 pc               20 site             20 up               20 whatever         19 k                 
19 o                19 shopping         18 in               17 go               17 hi                
17 mail             17 my               17 stop             16 good             16 i                 
16 out              16 sorry            15 copy             15 man              15 what              
14 dvd              14 it               14 me               14 right            14 shit              
13 baby             13 feeling          13 hardware         13 messenger        13 paste             
13 sexy             12 blackboard       12 god              12 hamburger        12 jeans             
12 let's            12 software         12 thanks           11 brother          11 coffee            
11 soft             10 fine             10 password         10 please           10 shot              
 9 babe              9 crazy             9 disco             9 kiss              9 net               
 9 party             9 shut              9 yeah              8 a                 8 all               
 8 and               8 break             8 bus               8 game              8 very              
 8 windows           7 don't             7 e-learning        7 email             7 feedback          
 7 football          7 hot               7 lol               7 money             7 off               
 7 oh                7 online            7 over              7 rock              7 surf              
 7 the               7 weekend           6 background        6 be                6 bitch             
 6 business          6 dog               6 gay               6 look              6 okay              
 6 p                 6 playstation       6 tea               6 thank             5 b                 
 5 back              5 bar               5 basketball        5 bodyboard         5 c                 
 5 delete            5 drink             5 great             5 house             5 joke              
 5 light             5 manager           5 media             5 miss              5 motherboard       
 5 of                5 park              5 pen-drive         5 play              5 print             
 5 private           5 relax             5 retail            5 spot              5 sweet             
 5 top               5 what's            4 anyway            4 ass               4 basket            
 4 beautiful         4 beer              4 blind             4 boxers            4 call              
 4 clip              4 computer          4 damn              4 divx              4 drive             
 4 eyeliner          4 friends           4 from              4 goodbye           4 ice               
 4 illegible         4 i'm               4 just              4 kisses            4 know              
 4 like              4 mother            4 offline           4 on                4 sandwich          
 4 scanner           4 smile             4 sms               4 star              4 summer            
 4 sweat             4 take              4 time              4 tuning            4 volleyball        
 4 way               4 ya                3 as                3 asshole           3 away              
 3 beach             3 big               3 bike              3 blog              3 bluff             
 3 boss              3 boy               3 bro               3 chat              3 check             
 3 christ            3 c'mon             3 cornflakes        3 dj                3 easy              
 3 eye               3 family            3 flash             3 flop              3 friend            
 3 fun               3 happy             3 heavy             3 hip-hop           3 honey             
 3 input             3 inputs            3 jesus             3 keyboard          3 know-how          
 3 mind              3 morning           3 music             3 need              3 off-side          
 3 on-line           3 penalty           3 performance       3 player            3 poker             
 3 portfolio         3 r                 3 ranking           3 see               3 self-service      
 3 shots             3 sister            3 sleep             3 soul              3 speed             
 3 stakeholder       3 timing            3 trendy            3 update            3 upload            
 3 wake              3 web               3 winner            3 wireless          3 word              
 3 work              3 workshop          2 access            2 awesome           2 backstage         
 2 best-seller       2 bet               2 bit               2 blush             2 book              
 2 bowling           2 brainstorm        2 brainstorming     2 bugger            2 burger            
 2 businessmen       2 by                2 case              2 cd-rom            2 check-in          
 2 check-up          2 chip              2 coca-cola         2 come              2 crap              
 2 cute              2 deadline          2 dealer            2 deep              2 do                
 2 drinks            2 drive-in          2 drop              2 english           2 excuse            
 2 fag               2 finish            2 five              2 flat              2 flow              
 2 flyers            2 fold              2 forward           2 franchising       2 give              
 2 gloss             2 guess             2 happiness         2 help              2 hey               
 2 hip               2 hi-tech           2 homework          2 hop               2 hotel             
 2 jazz              2 ketchup           2 king              2 kitesurf          2 l                 
 2 laptop            2 leasing           2 little            2 merchandising     2 message           
 2 metal             2 microsoft         2 mister            2 monkey            2 move              
 2 never             2 news              2 nigga             2 off-line          2 outlet            
 2 output            2 outputs           2 outside           2 outsourcing       2 peeling           
 2 perfect           2 phone             2 photo             2 pop               2 post              
 2 postar            2 prison            2 problem           2 profile           2 pullover          
 2 pumps             2 quiet             2 raise             2 ready             2 really            
 2 record            2 report            2 reset             2 restaurant        2 ride              
 2 rise              2 river             2 roaming           2 roll              2 s                 
 2 shake             2 shine             2 shirt             2 shops             2 show              
 2 skate             2 smell             2 smoker            2 so                2 soccer            
 2 sound             2 stakeholders      2 stand             2 stock             2 store             
 2 stress            2 strip             2 sucks             2 sweater           2 sweatshirt        
 2 tennis            2 that's            2 to                2 tour              2 toy               
 2 underwear         2 video             2 w                 2 wakeboard         2 war               
 2 website           2 wine              2 woman             2 yo                2 yup               
 2 zip               1 account           1 aftershave        1 aggressive        1 am                
 1 angel             1 any               1 april             1 automatic         1 avatar            
 1 backup            1 bad               1 balance           1 band              1 bear              
 1 beats             1 beauty            1 because           1 behave            1 believe           
 1 bite              1 black             1 blacks            1 blockbuster       1 bluetooth         
 1 board             1 body              1 bodybalance       1 bodycombat        1 bodypump          
 1 bodysurf          1 boogie            1 books             1 boom              1 boost             
 1 boots             1 booty             1 boring            1 both              1 bowline           
 1 boyfriend         1 brake             1 breakfast         1 british           1 brushing          
 1 budget            1 businesswoman     1 businesswomen     1 busy              1 buttocks          
 1 cam               1 can               1 cap               1 care              1 cares             
 1 car-rent          1 cash              1 cat               1 catering          1 cds               
 1 cell              1 chairman          1 chart             1 chats             1 cheese            
 1 cheesecake        1 chemistry         1 chick             1 chill             1 choose            
 1 ciao              1 city              1 classes           1 clean             1 close             
 1 clothes           1 club              1 clumsy            1 coat              1 cocktail          
 1 coffe             1 coffeebreak       1 colleague         1 comedy            1 comic             
 1 company           1 concrete          1 connects          1 cookies           1 corner            
 1 cost              1 course            1 courts            1 d                 1 damm              
 1 dance             1 dark              1 darling           1 datashow          1 date              
 1 dco               1 dear              1 debriefing        1 delay             1 deletar           
 1 delta             1 design            1 designer          1 die               1 diet              
 1 difference        1 disappointment    1 done              1 down              1 downloads         
 1 downsizing        1 dozens            1 draft             1 dreams            1 dude              
 1 duh               1 dumping           1 e                 1 each              1 either            
 1 elearning         1 end               1 es                1 essay             1 etc               
 1 europe            1 ever              1 evidence          1 evolution         1 excel             
 1 exit              1 expert            1 export            1 expressions       1 fair              
 1 fashionable       1 father            1 feed-back         1 feel              1 fight             
 1 fire              1 firmware          1 first             1 fish              1 flashcards        
 1 flip              1 floor             1 fly               1 flyer             1 forget            
 1 freakin'          1 freckles          1 freedom           1 freelance         1 fresh             
 1 front             1 fuckin            1 funny             1 gala              1 games             
 1 gangster          1 gap               1 general           1 get               1 girl              
 1 goggle            1 google            1 gosh              1 greetings         1 groovy            
 1 guidelines        1 guiness           1 guy               1 gym               1 hacker            
 1 hand              1 handout           1 hardcore          1 hat-trick         1 headphones        
 1 heavy-metal       1 hell              1 hellocard         1 helloooo          1 hobbie            
 1 hobbies           1 holding           1 holiday           1 home              1 horrible          
 1 hotmail           1 hotpants          1 hotspot           1 hour              1 housework         
 1 humanity          1 hungry            1 husband           1 idea              1 identity          
 1 i'll              1 import            1 imposex           1 indeed            1 insert            
 1 interface         1 ipod              1 ipods             1 is                1 j                 
 1 jacket            1 jah               1 jam               1 jean              1 jeep              
 1 kart              1 keeper            1 kick              1 kidding           1 kind              
 1 kinda             1 kit               1 kite              1 knife             1 knockout          
 1 ko                1 kyte              1 label             1 lady              1 laser             
 1 last              1 late              1 lay-off           1 layout            1 let               
 1 letter            1 life              1 liner             1 link              1 links             
 1 lip               1 lipgloss          1 lite              1 lives             1 loading           
 1 log               1 login             1 log-in            1 lots              1 low               
 1 lucky             1 lunch             1 macdonald's       1 made              1 making            
 1 mass              1 matter            1 maybe             1 mean              1 mega-bit          
 1 memo              1 memory            1 men               1 mensenger         1 milk              
 1 milkshake         1 moon              1 mp                1 msn               1 mum               
 1 mummy             1 musik             1 must              1 myself            1 nailpolish        
 1 nalti             1 national          1 network           1 nevermind         1 nigger            
 1 none              1 nope              1 nothing           1 omg               1 open              
 1 or                1 other             1 outline           1 pacemaker         1 pace-maker        
 1 pal               1 pan               1 papel             1 paris             1 past              
 1 pay-shop          1 peace             1 pendisk           1 pendrive          1 peter             
 1 phones            1 piece             1 pig               1 pizza             1 play-list         
 1 polite            1 pool              1 positive          1 post-it           1 power             
 1 powerpoint        1 ppl               1 primer            1 princess          1 printar           
 1 program           1 pull              1 pussy             1 puzzle            1 rand              
 1 randomizer        1 rap               1 rappers           1 rave              1 rave-party        
 1 rayban            1 read              1 reboot            1 re-fill           1 rent-a-car        
 1 reporter          1 resort            1 rock'n'roll       1 router            1 rugby             
 1 rule              1 rules             1 running           1 save              1 scouting          
 1 screen            1 screenshots       1 screw             1 season            1 service           
 1 sex               1 sexshop           1 sex-shop          1 shampoo           1 share             
 1 shell             1 shiny             1 ship              1 shitty            1 shoes             
 1 shore             1 shotgun           1 sis               1 sites             1 six-pack          
 1 skateboard        1 sketch            1 skirt             1 sky               1 slot              
 1 slotmachines      1 slow              1 small             1 smallblind        1 smart             
 1 smoking           1 snack             1 snackbar          1 snack-bar         1 snob              
 1 snow-board        1 snowboarding      1 socked            1 somebody's        1 soon              
 1 spread            1 spyware           1 squash            1 staff             1 stallion          
 1 standard          1 standby           1 stars             1 start             1 status            
 1 steel             1 stick             1 stilettos         1 strange           1 strawberry        
 1 street            1 studying          1 stupid            1 style             1 subwoofer         
 1 sun               1 sunglasses        1 surfing           1 swearing          1 sweat-shirt       
 1 sweetheart        1 sweetie           1 sweety            1 swell             1 swing             
 1 tattoo            1 telephone         1 tell              1 tenis             1 terms             
 1 texas             1 that              1 ther              1 there             1 thing             
 1 tight             1 title             1 toast             1 tonight           1 too               
 1 trench            1 true              1 turn              1 tush              1 tuti-doping       
 1 tv                1 unbelievable      1 underground       1 underscore        1 understand        
 1 upgrade           1 usb               1 user              1 vibe              1 vibration         
 1 visitors          1 wait              1 walking           1 wallpaper         1 want              
 1 watch             1 wc                1 weather           1 webcam            1 welcome           
 1 well              1 where's           1 whisky            1 who               1 why               
 1 win               1 windsurf          1 wind-surf         1 world             1 wot               
 1 wow               1 write             1 writen            1 yah               1 yap               
 1 yep               1 your              1 you're            1 yours             1 yourself          
 1 zapping           1 zoom              
 
Greetings & Fillers (Total: 159) 
 
Hello (sweety) 
Hi 
hey  
bye 
goodbye 
ciao 
see you (soon) 
ok  
yes 
cool 
nice 
no 
whatever 
what 
right 
baby 
God 
Thanks  
Thank you 
Fine 
Please 
babe 
Shut-up 
Yeah 
Don’t 
Lol 
Oh 
Look 
Ok 
Great 
Relax 
Anyway 
Ya 
No way 
C’mon (come one) 
Give me five 
Help 
ready              
really            
so                
that's right            
yo                 
yup   
Don’t care 
Take care  
My darling  
My dear 
Done 
Duh 
Dude 
kind of (kinda) 
just kidding 
gosh 
indeed 
let it be 
nope 
never mind 
maybe 
don’t matter 
nothing 
Who cares? 
Where’s that? 
Wow 
Well 
Yap (yep) 
Hello 
Sorry 
Let’s 
why 
ASAP 
AKA 
All good 
All night 
All right 
Any? 
Be quiet 
Be right back 
Beat’s me 
Be right back 
By night 
By the way 
Check it out 
Cool baby  
Dear Lady Peter Pan 
Don’t stop 
Excuse me 
Fly or die 
Freakin’ awesome 
Funny guy 
Game over 
God damn it 
Good luck 
Good morning 
Good night 
Give me five 
Hey there 
Help me 
I’m fine 
I don’t 
I don’t know 
I don’t understand 
I guess 
I guess so 
I love you 
I miss you 
I’m away 
I’m socked 
It really sucks 
KO 
Just in case 
Just in time 
Just a little bit 
Me and myself 
In love 
Kisses and behave 
lol 
let it be 
let’s boogie 
let’s go 
love each other 
my baby 
my love 
my last 
my God 
my man 
Oh my God 
My care 
Prison Break 
Oh my gosh 
Oh God 
Of course 
No way 
No kidding 
No problem 
Never mind 
Rise ‘n’ Shine 
Shake it baby 
Shake your booty 
Shut-up 
So sweet 
Stand up comedy 
Sweet dreams 
Take it easy 
Tell me 
That’s what I like 
Very good 
Very nice 
Very well 
What do you want? 
What’s up 
Where’s that? 
Who cares 
Zip it  
You’re welcome 
You can do it 
Yes babe 
Yeah … Right! 
Time is running out 
Somebody’s in the house tonight 
 
 
                              
 
Expletives (Total: 19) 
 
fuck 
fuck off 
fuck you 
shit 
bitch 
damn (you) 
asshole 
Jesus Christ 
Crap 
It sucks 
freakin'                        
fuckin  
screw you     
shitty 
piece of crap  
no fuckin’ way 
no shit   
what the fuck 
what the hell 
 
 
Adjectives (Total: 65)  
 
fashion 
good 
soft 
crazy 
hot 
gay 
light 
beautiful 
blind 
illegible 
big 
easy 
happy                 
trendy   
awesome   
cute 
English 
Deep 
hi-tech            
off-line 
aggressive        
automatic          
automatic    
black       
boring 
busy  
(very) British 
bad 
clumsy 
comic 
concrete 
dark 
delta 
diet 
fashionable  
fair play 
first 
fresh 
general 
groovy 
horrible 
hungry 
kind 
last 
late 
lucky 
made in  
mean 
polite 
positive 
shiny 
slow 
small 
snob 
national 
open 
strange 
stupid 
swell 
tight 
true 
unbelievable 
cute (written) 
off the record 
off shore
 
 
Verbs (Total: 77) 
 
Download 
Go 
Stop 
Cut 
Copy 
Paste 
Surf 
Be 
Delete 
Miss 
Print(printer) 
printar 
Know 
Like 
Smile 
Take 
Check 
Need 
See 
Sleep 
Wake up 
Access 
Bet  
Blush 
brainstorm  
come 
drop      
do   
fold     
finish 
guess 
give 
move    
post (postar)  
raise 
shake 
shine 
rise 
raise 
perfect 
quiet       
beat 
believe 
bite 
boogie 
can 
behave 
chill 
choose 
close 
connect 
dance 
clean 
deletar 
fight 
export 
feel 
forget 
get 
import 
insert 
must 
read 
reboot 
share 
save 
spread 
start 
wait 
turn 
want 
watch 
win 
write 
check sound 
made in 
rule
 
 
Noun (Total: 509)   
 
night 
e-mail  
mail 
t-shirt  
pen (usb) 
love 
marketing 
people 
cd 
internet (net) 
pc 
site 
shopping 
man 
dvd 
feeling 
hardware 
messenger 
Blackboard 
Hamburger 
jeans 
software 
brother 
coffee 
password 
shot 
disco 
kiss 
net 
party 
break 
bus 
game 
gameboy 
windows 
e-learning 
feedback 
football 
money 
online 
weekend 
background 
business 
dog 
playstation 
tea 
basketball 
bodyboard 
drink 
bar 
house 
light 
motherboard 
manager 
media 
retail park 
pendrive 
spot 
top  
top (chart/clothes) 
basket 
boxers  
beer 
clip 
computer 
drive 
eyeliner 
friends 
kisses 
ice 
mother 
offline 
sandwich 
scanner  
sms 
star 
sweat 
summer 
volleyball 
tuning 
time 
beach  
bike  
blog 
bluff 
boss 
boy 
bro 
chat 
cornflakes 
dj 
dancefloor 
flop 
eye                
family             
flash                           
friend            
fun                
hip-hop            
honey             
input                            
keyboard           
know-how                        
morning            
music                            
off-side          
on-line            
penalty            
performance        
player             
poker             
portfolio                        
ranking                          
self-service      
sister                        
soul              
speed             
stakeholder        
timing             
update             
upload                           
winner             
wireless           
word              
work               
workshop   
backstage         
best-seller                
book 
bowling 
brainstorming 
bugger 
blackout 
cd-rom   
businessmen 
chip 
check-up 
check-in   
coca-cola   
deadline 
dealer   
drinks 
drive-in      
excuse 
fag (= gay) 
flat 
flyers 
franchising 
gloss 
happiness 
hip-hop 
homework 
hotel 
jazz 
ketchup 
king 
kitesurf 
merchandising 
message 
laptop 
leasing 
heavy metal              
Microsoft          
mister             
monkey  
news   
nigga 
outlet 
output 
outsourcing 
peeling 
(cell) phone 
photo 
pop 
prison 
problem 
profile visitors 
pullover 
pumps 
report 
restaurant 
ride 
river 
roaming 
shops 
show 
smoker 
reset 
skate 
soccer 
stakeholders 
sound 
store 
stock 
strip 
smell 
sweater 
sweatshirt 
stress 
tennis  
tour 
toy 
underwear 
video 
wakeboard 
war 
website 
wine 
woman 
zip 
account user           
aftershave 
angel 
April 
Avatar 
Backup 
Band 
Beauty 
Blockbuster 
Bluetooth 
Body board 
Bodybalance 
Bodycombat 
Bodypump 
Bodysurf 
book   
boots 
booty 
boyfriend    
breakfast 
brushing 
budget 
businesswoman 
buttocks 1  
webcam 
cap 
boom 
blacks 
boost 
car-rent 
cash flow 
cat 
catering 
chairman 
chart 
chat 
cheese 
cheesecake 
chemistry 
chick 
coat 
city 
class 
clothes 
club 
coffee 
coffee break 
cocktail 
colleague 
company 
cookies 
corner 
low cost 
course 
court 
company 
datashow 
date 
debriefing 
delay 
design 
designer 
difference 
disappointment 
downloads 
downsizing 
draft 
DCO Evolution Soccer 
e-learning 
end 
essay  
Europe 
evidence 
evolution 
excel 
exit 
expert 
expression 
father 
feed-back 
fire 
firmware 
fish 
flashcards 
flip chart 
flip flop 
floor 
flyer 
freedom 
freelance 
front 
freckles 
dumping 
gala 
games 
gangster 
gap 
girl 
goggle 
google 
guidelines 
guiness 
hacker 
gym 
hand 
handout 
hat-trick 
headphones 
heavy-metal 
hellocard 
hell 
hobby 
holiday 
home 
hotmail 
hotpants 
hotspot 
hour 
housework 
humanity 
husband 
idea 
identity 
ipod 
interface 
imposex 
jacket 
jam 
jeans 
jeep 
kart 
keeper 
kick 
kit 
kite 
knife 
knockout (ko) 
holding 
label 
lady 
laser 
lay-off 
layout 
letter 
life 
eyeliner 
link 
lipgloss 
light (lite) 
Loading 
log in/out 
lunch 
making 
McDonald’s 
mass 
mega bit 
memory stick 
memo 
milk 
milkshake  
moon 
mp3 
msn (messenger) 
men 
mum 
mummy 
mass 
nailpolish 
network 
nigger (nigga) 
pace maker 
Paris, Texas 
Outline 
pan 
peace 
past 
pal 
payshop 
pendrive 
pig 
piece 
pizza 
playlist 
pool 
post-it 
power 
powerpoint 
people (ppl) 
primer 
princess 
program 
pussy 
puzzle 
randomizer 
rap 
rappers 
rave (-party) 
rayban 
rent-a-car 
reporter 
resort 
rock and/’n’ roll 
router 
re-fill 
rugby 
rule 
Running 
screen 
screenshots 
season 
service 
sex 
sexshop  
shampoo 
share 
shell 
ship 
shoes 
off-shore 
shotgun 
sis 
sites 
six-pack 
skateboard 
skirt 
sky 
slot (machine) 
snack bar 
power 
snack 
smoking 
sketch 
pool 
snowboard 
snowboarding 
spyware 
squash 
staff 
What a stallion 
standard 
standby 
all stars 
status 
steel 
stick 
stilettos 
strawberry 
street 
subwoofer 
sun 
sun glasses 
surfing 
swearing 
swing 
tattoo 
telephone 
tennis 
terms 
Scouting 
sweetheart 
style 
toast 
tush (buttocks) 
thing 
trench coat 
TV 
underground 
underscore 
user 
vibe 
vibration 
title 
wallpaper 
WC 
weather 
whisky 
windsurf 
world 
walking 
zoom 
zapping 
happy hour 
heavy – dj 
house musik 
hot dog 
making of 
(Windows) media player 
Mind games 
Miss and mister 
open mind 
private joke 
R&B 
Pull & Bear 
Reporter (report) 
Ruler 
Smart ass 
Strawberry cheesecake 
Take away 
Video clip
 
                              
Ambiguous words (Total: 13) 
 
Divx 
nalti 
smallblind 
jah lives 
rand 
tuti-doping 
B2B 
Boots ride 
Big blind 
Eye toy 
In studying 
National Idea 
Wot up dog 
 
Extra (Total: 3) 
 
Lots of English expressions 
Dozens of IT terms 
Greetings 
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Departamento de Línguas & Culturas 
Universidade de Aveiro 
 
Appendix 13: Focus Questionnaire 
 
Mestrado em Estudos Ingleses: 
O Inglês e a Identidade Social entre Universitários Portugueses 
 
Caro Estudante,  
este questionário é o seguimento da tabela que preencheu sobre as palavras inglesas que utiliza no seu 
discurso português. O objectivo deste formulário é averiguar os motivos que o/a leva a utilizar esses 
termos. O preenchimento não deve demorar mais que 10 minutos e gostaria de agradecer a sua 
colaboração neste projecto.                                                                            
Margaret Gomes 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
Nome: _____________________________  Sexo: F  M  
Naturalidade: ________________________  Idade: ____________ anos 
Endereço electrónico: __________________ 
Ano de LRE:  1º   2º   3º   4º    Quantos anos de inglês tem? ______________  
Já viveu no estrangeiro?  sim  não   
Se respondeu afirmativamente, diga onde e durante quanto tempo? _______________ durante____anos 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
1. Indique com que frequência é que utiliza termos ingleses quando fala português 
 com frequência 
 com alguma regularidade 
 às vezes 
 raramente 
 nunca 
 
2. Com quem é que normalmente utiliza termos ingleses? (pode assinalar mais que uma resposta) 
 com amigos 
 com familiares 
 com professores 
 com estranhos 
 outros, especifique____________________ 
 
3. Com quem é que normalmente não utilizaria esses termos? (pode assinalar mais que uma resposta) 
 com amigos 
 com familiares 
 com professores 
 com estranhos 
 outros, especifique____________________ 
 
4. Qual a sua opinião sobre a utilização de palavras inglesas na língua portuguesa? 
 é positivo 
 é negativo 
 indiferente 
 não tenho opinião 
 outro, especifique____________________ 
 
5. Indique com que frequência é que ouve outras pessoas a utilizar termos ingleses quando falam 
português 
 com frequência 
 com alguma regularidade 
 às vezes 
 raramente 
 nunca 
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6. Identifique quem é que ouve a utilizar essas palavras? (pode assinalar mais que uma resposta) 
 amigos 
 familiares 
 professores 
 estranhos 
 outros, especifique____________________ 
 
7. Com quem é que essas pessoas normalmente utilizam esses termos? (pode assinalar mais que uma 
resposta) 
 com amigos 
 com familiares 
 com professores 
 com estranhos 
 outros, especifique____________________ 
 
8. Coloque por ordem de importância, onde 1 é o mais e 7 o menos influente, a proveniência desses 
termos 
 a televisão  
 o cinema 
 a imprensa 
 a universidade 
 os amigos 
 a Internet 
 a música 
Pode acrescentar mais algum? Especifique______________________________________________ 
 
9. Ao utilizar palavras inglesas quando fala português fá-lo conscientemente? sim  não   
 
10. Se a população em geral utilizasse esses mesmos termos ingleses seriam igualmente tão apelativos? 
sim  não   
 
11. Coloque por ordem de importância, onde 1 é o mais e 7 o menos influente, os motivos da utilização 
de palavras inglesas quando fala português 
 porque a sociedade portuguesa está aberta a novas culturas 
 porque me faz sentir parte integrante da juventude portuguesa 
 porque inglês é a língua franca do mundo globalizado 
 porque os meus amigos também as utilizam 
 porque pessoas de idades diferentes não as entendem 
 porque estudo inglês 
 porque irrita pessoas de idades diferentes 
Pode acrescentar mais algum? Especifique______________________________________________ 
 
12. Explique porque é que utiliza palavras inglesas em vez das suas equivalentes portuguesas? 
 
13. O que é que a utilização dessas palavras o/a faz sentir? 
 
14. Utilize o espaço abaixo para acrescentar algo que ache relevante  
 
Obrigada! 
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Appendix 14: Results of Focus Questionnaire  
1st to 4th year students of the Degree in Languages and Business Management 
 
Personal Information 
 
Number of students who completed questionnaire 
 
 Number  % Total Students Total Students in each year % students responded 
1st  year students 42  30.2% 48 87.5% 
2nd year students 30  21.6% 38 78.9% 
3rd year students 21  15.1% 29 72.4% 
4th year students 46  33.1% 48 95.8% 
Total  139 100%   
 
Percentage of Students who completed questionnaire 
 
 Completed  Total students Percentage 
1st year students 42 55 76% 
2nd year students 30 43 70% 
3rd year students 21 29 72% 
4th year students 46 64 72% 
Total 139 191 73% 
 
 
Gender 
 
 Male Female 
1st year students 7 (16.7%) 35 (83.3%) 
2nd year students 6 (20%) 24 (80%) 
3rd year students 3 (14.3%) 18 (85.7%) 
4th year students 12 (26%) 34 (73.9%) 
Total 28 (20.1%) 111 (79.9%) 
 
Age 
 
 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 30 32 33 
1st 14 14 3 2 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
 66.7%             
2nd 0 12 10 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
  73.3%            
3rd 0 0 2 8 5 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
    61.9%          
   71.4%          
4th 0 0 1 11 13 14 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 
     58.7%         
    82.6%         
Total 
/135 
14 26 16 23 21 18 4 3 3 1 3 1 1 1 
% 10.4 19.3 11.9 17 15.6 13.3 3 2.2 2.2 0.7 2.2 0.7 0.7 0.7 
 
Nationality 
 
 Portugal Switzerland France Germany Venezuela Cape S. Africa Slovakia USA 
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Verde 
1st 33(78.6%) 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 
2nd 24(80%) 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 
3rd 17(80.9%) 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4th  39(84.8%) 1 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 
Tot
/ 
136 
113 3 10 2 2 3 1 1 1 
% 83 2.2 7.4 1.5 1.5 2.2 0.7 0.7 0.7 
 
 
Have students lived abroad? 
 
 Yes No 
1st 8 (19%) 28 (66.7%) 
2nd 8 (26.7%) 21 (70%) 
3rd 13 (61.9%) 7 (33.3%) 
4th  15 (32.6%) 29 (63%) 
Total /129 44 85 
% 34.1 65.9 
 
Where students have lived abroad 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 
 
France 
 
2 (4 + 22 years) 
 
2 (4 months + 5 years)
1 (1 year) 
1 (1 year, Erasmus) 
5 (4, 7, 8, 10 + 11 
years)  
 
Germany 
 
2 (13 + 20 years) 
 
2 (3 + 20 years) 
 
1 (12 years) 
 
3 (10 + 2x16 yrs) 
 
Switzerland 
 
2 (2x10 yrs) 
 
2 (4 + 5 yrs)           
 
2 (7 + 16 years) 
 
3 (8, 9 + 10 yrs) 
 
Sweden 
 
1 (1 year) 
   
 
Luxembourg 
   
1 (14 years) 
 
 
Italy 
  
1 (5 months) 
 
2 (1 year) 
 
 
UK 
   
1 (1 year) 
 
 
Greece 
   
1 (6 months) 
 
 
Slovakia 
  
1 (Erasmus 1 year) 
  
 
Venezuela 
   
1 (5 years) 
 
 
USA 
   
1 (2 years) 
 
1 (10 years) 
 
Canada 
 
1 (6 years) 
   
 
Venezuela 
 
2 (3 + 16 years) 
   
1 (7 years) 
 
South Africa 
 
1 (13 years) 
   
1 (10 years) 
     
 3
Cape Verde 1 (2 years) 
 
TOTAL 
 
11 students 
 
9 students 
 
12 students 
 
14 students 
 
 
Years of English study 
 
1st  1 – 13 years (50% had English for 8, 9 or 10 years) 
2nd 5 – 14 years (70% had English for 9 or 10 years) 
3rd 5 – 14 years (52.4% had English for 10, 11 or 12 years) 
4th  6 – 16 years (80.4% had English for 10, 11 or 12 years) 
 
Tables with collated information  
 
Question 1: How often do you use English terms when you speak Portuguese? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Very often 5 6 5 14 22 
Frequently 18 10 9 15 38 
Sometimes 13 12 7 15 35 
Rarely 2 2 0 3 5 
Never 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 38 30 21 47  
 
Question 2: With whom do you use English terms in your Portuguese discourse? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Friends 39 29 20 44 132 
Family  18 8 14 17 57 
Teachers 17 7 26 27 77 
Strangers 2 1 7 3 13 
Others 2 1 0 6 9 
TOTAL 78 46 67 97  
 
Question 3: With whom would you NOT use English words? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Friends 1 3 0 2 6 
Family  18 13 9 23 63 
Teachers 9 10 2 5 26 
Strangers 24 15 9 24 72 
Others 0 3 1 6 10 
TOTAL 52 44 21 60  
 
Question 4: What is your opinion on the use of English terms in the Portuguese language? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Positive 15 11 9 25 60 
Negative 4 2 0 4 10 
Indifferent 15 13 6 12 46 
No opinion 5 0 4 2 11 
Other 2 3 2 5 12 
TOTAL 41 29 21 48  
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Question 5: How often do you hear others use English words in their Portuguese discourse? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Very often 5 7 8 7 27 
Frequently 16 11 8 23 58 
Sometimes 16 11 5 15 47 
Rarely 3 1 0 1 5 
Never 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 40 30 21 46  
 
 
Question 6: Who do you hear using English words in their Portuguese discourse? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Friends 37 29 19 44 129 
Family 14 9 8 14 45 
Teachers 23 10 16 31 80 
Strangers 10 6 6 10 32 
Others 0 2 0 8 10 
TOTAL 84 56 49 107  
 
Question 7: With whom do the groups identified in question 6 use English terms? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Friends 37 29 19 36 121 
Family 17 12 9 9 47 
Teachers 14 6 12 10 42 
Strangers 7 5 6 9 27 
Others 2 3 1 10 16 
TOTAL 77 55 47 74  
 
Question 8: Rate in order of importance the origin of the English terms used 
1st year: 
 
 Rating 
 
Source 
1 2 3 Total 
1 - 3 
4 5 6 7 Total 
5 - 7 
 
Television 
 
12 
 
9 
 
9 
 
30 
 
6 
 
1 
 
2 
 
2 
 
5 
 
Cinema 
 
2 
 
7 
 
12 
 
21 
 
10 
 
4 
 
3 
 
2 
 
9 
 
The press 
 
2 
 
1 
 
3 
 
6 
 
6 
 
9 
 
9 
 
11 
 
29 
 
University 
 
2 
 
3 
 
2 
 
7 
 
7 
 
5 
 
9 
 
12 
 
26 
 
Friends 
 
0 
 
2 
 
1 
 
3 
 
5 
 
13 
 
13 
 
7 
 
33 
The 
Internet 
 
13 
 
11 
 
8 
 
32 
 
4 
 
3 
 
2 
 
0 
 
5 
          
 5
Music 15 8 4 27 5 5 0 4 9 
 
2nd year 
 
 Rating 
 
Source 
1 2 3 Total 
1 - 3 
4 5 6 7 Total 
5 - 7 
 
Television 
 
6 
 
5 
 
8 
 
19 
 
3 
 
4 
 
2 
 
0 
 
6 
 
Cinema 
 
7 
 
4 
 
3 
 
14 
 
6 
 
3 
 
2 
 
3 
 
8 
 
The press 
 
0 
 
1 
 
0 
 
1 
 
2 
 
6 
 
11 
 
8 
 
25 
 
University 
 
3 
 
1 
 
3 
 
7 
 
2 
 
5 
 
9 
 
6 
 
20 
 
Friends 
 
4 
 
4 
 
2 
 
10 
 
3 
 
5 
 
2 
 
9 
 
16 
 
The 
Internet 
 
4 
 
6 
 
6 
 
16 
 
7 
 
3 
 
2 
 
1 
 
6 
 
Music 
 
6 
 
8 
 
7 
 
21 
 
5 
 
2 
 
0 
 
1 
 
3 
 
 
3rd year 
 
 Rating 
          
Source 
1 2 3 Total  
1 - 3 
4 5 6 7 Total  
5 - 7 
 
Television 
 
5 
 
3 
 
6 
 
14 
 
4 
 
0 
 
2 
 
0 
 
2 
 
Cinema 
 
0 
 
7 
 
2 
 
9 
 
7 
 
3 
 
0 
 
1 
 
4 
 
The press 
 
0 
 
0 
 
2 
 
2 
 
3 
 
5 
 
1 
 
9 
 
15 
 
University 
 
0 
 
3 
 
4 
 
7 
 
0 
 
3 
 
4 
 
6 
 
13 
 
Friends 
 
0 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
1 
 
4 
 
8 
 
4 
 
16 
 
The 
Internet 
 
9 
 
2 
 
2 
 
13 
 
4 
 
3 
 
0 
 
0 
 
3 
 
Music 
 
6 
 
4 
 
2 
 
12 
 
1 
 
2 
 
5 
 
0 
 
7 
 
4th year 
 
 Rating 
 
Source 
1 2 3 Total 
1 - 3 
4 5 6 7 Total 
5 - 7 
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Television 
 
17 
 
9 
 
4 
 
30 
 
9 
 
3 
 
1 
 
2 
 
6 
 
Cinema 
 
9 
 
8 
 
13 
 
30 
 
3 
 
6 
 
5 
 
0 
 
11 
 
The press 
 
0 
 
3 
 
5 
 
8 
 
8 
 
10 
 
5 
 
15 
 
30 
 
University 
 
2 
 
6 
 
4 
 
12 
 
3 
 
10 
 
16 
 
4 
 
30 
 
Friends 
 
4 
 
1 
 
2 
 
7 
 
2 
 
10 
 
10 
 
16 
 
36 
 
The 
Internet 
 
11 
 
5 
 
9 
 
25 
 
12 
 
3 
 
2 
 
3 
 
8 
 
Music 
 
5 
 
13 
 
9 
 
27 
 
7 
 
2 
 
5 
 
4 
 
11 
 
Summary of influent sources across years 
 
  
Ratings 1 – 3  
 
Rating 4 
 
Ratings 5 – 7  
           
Source 
 
1st  
 
2nd  
 
3rd  
 
4th  
 
1st  
 
2nd 
 
3rd  
 
4th  
 
1st  
 
2nd  
 
3rd  
 
4th  
 
TV 
 
73% 
 
66% 
 
70% 
 
67%
 
15% 
 
10% 
 
20% 
 
20% 
 
12% 
 
21% 
 
10% 
 
13% 
 
Cin. 
 
51% 
 
48% 
 
45% 
 
67%
 
24% 
 
21% 
 
35% 
 
7% 
 
22% 
 
28% 
 
20% 
 
24% 
 
Press 
 
15% 
 
3%* 
 
10% 
 
18%
 
15% 
 
7% 
 
15% 
 
18% 
 
71% 
 
86% 
 
75% 
 
67% 
 
Uni. 
 
17% 
 
24% 
 
35% 
 
27%
 
17% 
 
7% 
 
0% 
 
7% 
 
63% 
 
69% 
 
65% 
 
67% 
 
Friend 
 
7% 
 
35%* 
 
15% 
 
16%
 
12% 
 
10% 
 
5% 
 
4% 
 
80% 
 
55%* 
 
80% 
 
80% 
 
Int. 
 
78% 
 
55% 
 
65% 
 
56%
 
10% 
 
24% 
 
20% 
 
27% 
 
12% 
 
21% 
 
15% 
 
18% 
 
Music 
 
66% 
 
72% 
 
60% 
 
60%
 
12% 
 
17% 
 
5% 
 
16% 
 
22% 
 
10% 
 
35% 
 
24% 
 
Collated ratings 
 
           
Source 
 
Collated Ratings 1 – 3 
 
Collated Ratings 4
 
Collated Ratings 5 – 7  
 
Television 
 
69% 
 
13% 
 
14% 
 
Cinema 
 
53% 
 
22% 
 
24% 
 
The press 
 
15% 
 
14% 
 
75% 
 
University 
 
26% 
 
8% 
 
66% 
 
Friends 
 
18% 
 
8% 
 
74% 
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The Internet 
 
64% 
 
20% 
 
17% 
 
Music 
 
65% 
 
13% 
 
23% 
 
Question 9: When using English terms in your Portuguese discourse do you do it consciously? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Yes 15 18 10 30 73 
No 12 11 9 16 48 
TOTAL 27 29 19 46  
 
Question 10: If people in general in Portugal used English terms in their Portuguese discourse would you 
still find their use as appealing? 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year TOTAL 
Yes 15 18 8 28 69 
No 10 11 11 18 50 
TOTAL 25 29 19 46  
 
Question 11: Rate in order of importance the reasons why you use English words in your Portuguese 
discourse 
1st year 
 
 Rating 
                                                                 
Reason 
1 2 3 Total
1 - 3 
4 5 6 7 Total
5 - 7 
 
Portuguese Society is open to new 
cultures 
 
9 
 
10 
 
13 
 
32 
 
6 
 
3 
 
0 
 
0 
 
3 
 
It makes me feel an important part of  
youth culture 
 
0 
 
1 
 
8 
 
9 
 
11 
 
13 
 
4 
 
3 
 
20 
 
English is the lingua franca  of the 
globalised world 
 
24 
 
9 
 
4 
 
37 
 
2 
 
0 
 
1 
 
1 
 
2 
 
My friends use them too 
 
0 
 
5 
 
11 
 
16 
 
12 
 
10 
 
1 
 
1 
 
12 
 
People of different ages don’t 
understand them 
 
1 
 
0 
 
1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
3 
 
 
27 
 
5 
 
35 
 
I study English 
 
8 
 
15 
 
6 
 
29 
 
6 
 
6 
 
0 
 
0 
 
6 
 
It irritates people of different ages 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
1 
 
2 
 
5 
 
31 
 
38 
 
2nd year 
 
 Rating 
 8
                                                                  
Reason 
1 2 3 Total
1 - 3 
4 5 6 7 Total
5 - 7 
 
Portuguese Society is open to new 
cultures 
 
7 
 
7 
 
7 
 
21 
 
5 
 
2 
 
0 
 
0 
 
2 
 
It makes me feel an important part of  
youth culture 
 
1 
 
0 
 
4 
 
5 
 
8 
 
11 
 
2 
 
1 
 
14 
 
English is the lingua franca  of the 
globalised world 
 
13 
 
10 
 
2 
 
25 
 
2 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
My friends use them too 
 
3 
 
5 
 
5 
 
13 
 
7 
 
6 
 
2 
 
1 
 
9 
 
People of different ages don’t 
understand them 
 
0 
 
0 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
4 
 
 
17 
 
4 
 
25 
 
I study English 
 
5 
 
5 
 
8 
 
18 
 
5 
 
4 
 
0 
 
0 
 
4 
 
It irritates people of different ages 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
6 
 
21 
 
27 
 
3rd year 
 
 Rating 
                                                                  
Reason 
1 2 3 Total 
1 - 3 
4 5 6 7 Total 
5 - 7 
 
Portuguese Society is open to new 
cultures 
 
4 
 
4 
 
3 
 
11 
 
7 
 
1 
 
0 
 
0 
 
1 
 
It makes me feel an important part of  
youth culture 
 
0 
 
1 
 
0 
 
1 
 
4 
 
13 
 
0 
 
0 
 
13 
 
English is the lingua franca  of the 
globalised world 
 
11 
 
5 
 
3 
 
18 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
My friends use them too 
 
1 
 
3 
 
6 
 
10 
 
5 
 
3 
 
0 
 
0 
 
3 
 
People of different ages don’t 
understand them 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
1 
 
4 
 
 
17 
 
4 
 
25 
 
I study English 
 
5 
 
5 
 
8 
 
18 
 
2 
 
0 
 
14 
 
2 
 
16 
 
It irritates people of different ages 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
4 
 
14 
 
20 
 
4th year 
 
 Rating 
                                                                 
Reason 
1 2 3 Total 
1 - 3 
4 5 6 7 Total 
5 - 7 
 
Portuguese Society is open to new 
cultures 
 
7 
 
11 
 
14 
 
32 
 
4 
 
4 
 
0 
 
1 
 
5 
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It makes me feel an important part of  
youth culture 
 
2 
 
4 
 
5 
 
11 
 
17 
 
16 
 
1 
 
2 
 
19 
 
English is the lingua franca  of the 
globalised world 
 
22 
 
14 
 
5 
 
41 
 
4 
 
2 
 
2 
 
1 
 
5 
 
My friends use them too 
 
1 
 
5 
 
10 
 
16 
 
17 
 
11 
 
2 
 
1 
 
14 
 
People of different ages don’t 
understand them 
 
0 
 
3 
 
2 
 
5 
 
1 
 
3 
 
 
31 
 
7 
 
41 
 
I study English 
 
13 
 
7 
 
10 
 
30 
 
4 
 
7 
 
3 
 
1 
 
11 
 
It irritates people of different ages 
 
2 
 
0 
 
0 
 
2 
 
0 
 
2 
 
7 
 
34 
 
43 
 
 
Reasons for English language use in percentage terms across all four years  
 
  
Ratings 1 – 3  
 
Rating 4 
 
Ratings 5 – 7  
           
 
 
1st  
 
2nd  
 
3rd  
 
4th  
 
1st  
 
2nd 
 
3rd  
 
4th  
 
1st  
 
2nd  
 
3rd  
 
4th  
 
Openness 
 
 
78% 
 
75% 
 
58% 
 
78%
 
15% 
 
18% 
 
37%* 
 
10% 
 
7% 
 
7% 
 
5% 
 
12% 
Part of  
youth 
culture 
 
22.5% 
 
18% 
 
6%* 
 
24%
 
27.5% 
 
30% 
 
22% 
 
36% 
 
50% 
 
52% 
 
72%* 
 
40% 
English is 
lingua 
franca 
 
90% 
 
93% 
 
100% 
 
82%
 
5% 
 
7% 
 
0% 
 
8% 
 
5% 
 
0% 
 
0% 
 
10% 
Friends 
use them 
too 
 
40% 
 
45% 
 
55% 
 
34%
 
30% 
 
24% 
 
28% 
 
36% 
 
30% 
 
31% 
 
17% 
 
30% 
 
Lack of 
knowledge 
 
5% 
 
4% 
 
0% 
 
11%
 
7.5% 
 
4% 
 
4% 
 
2% 
 
87.5% 
 
92% 
 
96% 
 
87% 
 
I study 
English 
 
70% 
 
67% 
 
50%* 
 
67%
 
15% 
 
18% 
 
6% 
 
9% 
 
15% 
 
15% 
 
44%* 
 
24% 
Irritates 
older 
people 
 
0% 
 
0% 
 
0% 
 
4% 
 
3% 
 
0% 
 
0% 
 
0% 
 
97% 
 
100% 
 
100% 
 
96% 
 
Collated average percentages of 1st to 4th year statistics 
 
           
Reason 
 
Collated Ratings 1 – 3 
 
Collated Ratings 4
 
Collated Ratings 5 – 7  
 
Openness 
 
 
74.5% 
 
17% 
 
8.5% 
 
Part of  youth culture 
 
 
20% 
 
30% 
 
50% 
 
English is lingua 
 
89% 
 
6% 
 
5% 
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franca 
 
Friends use them too 
 
41% 
 
 
31% 
 
28% 
 
Lack of knowledge 
 
6% 
 
4% 
 
90% 
 
 
I study English 
 
64% 
 
 
11% 
 
25% 
 
Irritates older people 
 
2% 
 
0% 
 
98% 
 
 
 
Question 12: Explain why you use English words rather than their Portuguese equivalents in your spoken 
discourse. 
 
1st year: (total 36) 
 
No equivalents: (8) 
• Because many of the words I use either don’t have a Portuguese equivalent or the meaning is not the 
same. 
• Because there aren’t exact equivalents in Portuguese and because most of the time using certain 
words or expressions in English is unconscious and it ends up becoming a habit. 
• Because most of the words don’t exist in Portuguese or the form is known more in English than in 
Portuguese. 
• I feel that English is simpler than Portuguese, even in terms of vocabulary. I remember a word in 
English and can’t think of the word in Portuguese. As for ‘pre-fabricated’ expressions I don’t 
understand why but sometimes I think it sounds better in English than in Portuguese, others are just 
used for fun, and others just come out. 
• Many times I feel I can express myself better using English words instead of their Portuguese 
equivalents. They are also easier to articulate and I often want to think of a word to write something 
down and only English ones come to mind. 
• Because most of the time they are English borrowings or I can’t remember how to say them in 
Portuguese. 
• Their meanings are more wide ranging and sometimes there isn’t a Portuguese equivalent. 
• Because sometimes I can’t translate the words adequately. 
 
Out of habit: (13) 
• Despite using English expressions instead of Portuguese ones consciously, it becomes an everyday 
habit when used frequently among friends when socialising. In my case I started using them mainly 
through the influence of my friends. 
• In a globalised world the terms used in ICT tend to be English with those words often used 
unconsciously. 
• Because when I want to express myself the first expressions which come to mind are English ones to 
express myself better. 
• They come out unconsciously, I have never thought about why I use them and I can’t explain their 
use. Maybe because many times there isn’t an exact synonym in Portuguese. 
• Because they are words I am got used to hearing and also because they are easier to identify. For 
example, it is easier to say or identify ‘motherboard’ than ‘placa mãe.’ 
• Because it is a habit to use certain words in English because of my stay in Germany. English words 
are more ingrained in my vocabulary. 
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• It’s automatic and happens unconsciously. I think it’s a habit. 
• Because I am used to using them, almost since I first came into contact with the English language. 
• Out of habit (which started in Germany) it is easier and very often I don’t know the expressions in 
Portuguese. 
• I use them unconsciously and I think because we live in a modern world we are influenced by the 
language. 
• I don’t know but I do it unconsciously. 
• There are some words which are so prevalent and ingrained in our language that even if there is a 
Portuguese equivalent we don’t use it, e.g. ‘online.’ 
• Because on the whole English words are too ingrained in my vocabulary. 
 
Because they like to use English for a particular reason: (10) 
• Simply because I like the English language a lot and as a consequence, I like to include it in my 
discourse. 
• At times because it sounds good, sometimes the English terms come to mind before Portuguese ones. 
I also use them at times to make sure that the person with whom I am speaking understands what I 
am saying. 
• Sometimes certain terms in English express feelings in certain contexts better. 
• Because often the term communicates what I want to say better. 
• Because in certain contexts, the use of English vocabulary is useful. 
• It makes conversation more interesting. 
• There are English words which better express certain terms which we cannot express with 
Portuguese terms. 
• Because I don’t like to translate, I prefer to use English words. 
• Sometimes it is more practical to use English words because I am familiarised with their use. 
• Because of the way they entered our language and the impact they have. It could also show 
innovation and acceptance of different cultures. 
 
English is not generally used: (2) 
• I rarely use English words – if I do, it’s just joking. (18 years old) 
• It rarely happens but when it does it is just a slip. (18 years old) 
 
Youth culture: (1) 
• Probably because young people of a similar age also use them and also because of the influence of 
the media. 
 
Others: (2) 
• Because they are words which are used more often in English. 
• Because my mother tongue is English and at home I speak half of the time in English and half in 
Portuguese. 
 
 
2nd year: (total 26) 
 
No equivalents: (5) 
• Honestly, because I can’t remember the words in Portuguese. The word I most use is ‘whatever,’ 
which does not have an equivalent in Portuguese. 
• Mainly because I feel the Portuguese translation is inadequate. 
• Because those terms have no equivalents which transmit the intended meaning objectively. 
• Because there are words which are difficult to translate and work better in English than in 
Portuguese. 
• Normally I just use English words that don’t have a Portuguese equivalent. 
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Out of habit: (10) 
• Sometimes I use them because it’s a habit but also because it marks the difference. 
• Many times it is a habit we cannot control, perhaps due to references and large amount of 
information available everyday, or just because it is fashionable. 
• It’s a question of habit. 
• It’s a habit. 
• No reason in particular, I often use English words unconsciously, and being in a degree with a strong 
business component many terms are in English. 
• Sometimes it’s a habit and sometimes to practise English. 
• Because in our day to day lives it is natural to hear English words and expressions and automatically 
I adapt them to our language. 
• I think it’s a question of habit. We already use some English words so frequently that we use them 
automatically. 
• Simply out of habit and because we often hear other people use them. 
• Sometimes it is to practise what was covered in class. Other times because I am used to using them. 
 
Because they like to use English for a particular reason: (7) 
• Because it is more appropriate. 
• Because English sounds fantastic. 
• Because they are more appropriate in certain contexts. 
• Because I think I should use the original words and because I have a tendency to hate translations of 
books, films, etc. 
• Because for me it is easier and I can express myself better in English. It also comes from contact 
with the language along the years. 
• No obvious reason, I use them as and when I feel it’s necessary. 
• Maybe because ‘it sounds good.’ 
 
English is not generally used: (1) 
• I don’t use English words and criticise those who do. (32 yrs old) 
 
Youth culture: (3) 
• I use words I hear: they are part of a social context. 
• Because they are used informal contexts with friends. 
• Because it is so normal among friends that we end up doing it unconsciously, not because it is more 
appealing, it’s a question of habit. 
 
 
3rd year: (total 21) 
 
No equivalents: (7) 
• Often the English words are heard and used more than the Portuguese ones, although there are also 
English words that do not have a Portuguese equivalent. 
• Because sometimes I can’t find the Portuguese equivalents at the time. 
• Because sometimes there isn’t a direct translation and the word is more commonly known in English. 
• Because there is often no Portuguese translation or because they are more frequently used than their 
Portuguese equivalents. 
• I use them because sometimes I can’t remember the terms in Portuguese and I remember the English 
term more quickly. Another reason is because I like the language. 
• Because there is often no Portuguese equivalent or if there is it doesn’t transmit exactly what I want 
to say. 
• Because those words are more universal and are more easily understood that the Portuguese 
equivalents (if there are any). 
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Out of habit: (5) 
• It’s almost a habit, which has been ingrained by the mass media and society in general. 
• The habit started in classes of using some words in certain contexts the daily use of those words by 
the media makes the use of these words a type of routine. 
• Out of habit because some words are ingrained in Portuguese culture and are used normally. 
• Because I am familiar with the language and there is a big influence of the language on our culture. 
• Because sometimes the Portuguese words are used so infrequently that if I used them they would 
sound strange. 
 
Because they like to use English for a particular reason: (5) 
• Because, depending on the context, it can be funnier when said in English. 
• Because it sounds better in the context they are spoken in and I often don’t remember or there isn’t a 
specific translation for what I want to say. 
• Because it is normally part of a very specific type of discourse and very specific topics. 
• Because those terms, despite having equivalents in Portuguese, transmit the intended meaning to the 
people to whom we are speaking better, obviously if the person understands those words. 
• In my opinion, certain English words are used as slang, for example, ‘altamente’ or ‘tótil’ 
(=great/fantastic). They started being used because of the influence of television, series or films with 
which we identify. The 
 
Related to study: (4) 
• The majority of people learn English from an early age, which means we are familiar with the 
language. 
• Because some English words are part of an area in which their use is necessary (e.g. IT). 
• It depends on the situation. I am a student of foreign languages so when I don’t know a word in 
Portuguese I try to say it in English. In Portuguese there are English words. 
• Because I sometimes feel more at ease saying them in English and sometimes I do it unconsciously 
because as I have studied English for a long time they come out naturally … I can’t explain it. 
 
4th year: (total 44) 
 
No equivalents: (22) 
• Because in the world of business much of the terminology does not have a translation in Portuguese. 
• We often know English words which have no equivalents in Portuguese, or if there are equivalents, 
they lose their meaning a bit. 
• I use English words when I don’t remember the Portuguese equivalents. I also use them when the 
words I want to use are difficult to translate. 
• There are English words which are ingrained in Portuguese culture making their Portuguese 
equivalent more difficult, e.g. e-mail/correio electrónico.  
• Because sometimes I can’t find an equivalent term in Portuguese and overall because of the use of 
English terms in Portuguese society and because of the limited use of the Portuguese translation of 
certain terms. 
• Because there is often no direct or specific translation in Portuguese which means exactly the same 
thing that the English word transmits. Generally I am so accustomed that I often use them 
spontaneously and unconsciously. 
• Because sometimes it is complicated to find Portuguese equivalents, e.g. software/hardware. 
• Because if the Portuguese equivalents were used people would not understand them. 
• I generally use words which are more common in English than in Portuguese and ease 
communication; or I use English words which do not have a Portuguese equivalent. 
• Because often there are no Portuguese equivalents, for example, marketing. 
• Because often their equivalents in Portuguese do not include their whole meaning but also because 
the words which springs to mind to use in our discourse more quickly is the word/term in English. 
• Because very often the supposed ‘equivalent’ does not even exist. 
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• Sometimes I do it simply because I don’t remember the word in Portuguese, but other times I think 
that saying them in English has a greater impact and sounds better, e.g. baby, love, darling… 
• Sometimes there are no equivalent terms in Portuguese, sometimes it is unconscious. 
• There are technical terms whose Portuguese equivalents do not express as much and are not as well 
known. 
• Most of the time because in Portuguese there isn’t a word which has exactly the same meaning, if it 
exists at all. 
• Because generally those specific terms are know in English and people don’t know the Portuguese 
equivalents. 
• Sometimes because I honestly don’t remember, and sometimes because there is no translation for 
certain terms. 
• Sometimes the corresponding words in Portuguese have a slightly different connotation than what I 
want to express. Frequently, saying the Portuguese equivalents sounds ridiculous. For example, 
instead of saying ‘USB pen’ we would say ‘caneta USB’??? And what would we say instead of 
‘Software’ and ‘Hardware?’ 
• Sometimes they are technical terms which in English have an objective meaning and in Portuguese 
can have multiple meanings and may be ambiguous concepts. 
• There are certain English words which are so ingrained in our culture that we use them without 
realising it. Besides the Portuguese equivalents don’t always have the same impact and value 
(meaning). 
• Personally I am a bit of a purist in relation to language. I don’t like using English words in the 
Portuguese language. However, there are words which have entered Portuguese culture because of 
translational difficulties, for example, ‘poster.’ I use those and I realise it is important of the 
Portuguese language to be influenced in order to evolve. (21 years old) 
 
Out of habit: (6) 
• Out of habit due contact with friends, television, etc… 
• I think that sometimes it is a matter of habit and often because it fits better in the discourse, it’s as if 
when I say it in English the definition is achieved. Other times it is just for fun. 
• Because I like it. It has been a habit for a long time, probably because of so many years of studying 
English. 
• Because it’s a habit. 
• I think it is because of convenience or habit as the Portuguese equivalents sound ‘strange’ to us. 
• Sometimes I find it easier to remember English words. 
 
Because they like to use English for a particular reason: (9) 
• Because it transmits my line of thought better sometimes. 
• Because it is easier to express oneself in certain situations. In addition, it is easier to give emphasis to 
that discourse if we use English. 
• Because of my education and even personality I have always has a tendency to include English 
vocabulary in my everyday discourse. 
• Because I have always liked English and almost consider it my first language. 
• There are English words which better express certain concepts than we want to transmit. 
• It sounds better and they are easier to pronounce. 
• English often simplifies the idea we want to express. With one or a few English words I can express 
what I want while in Portuguese it would need a long explanation. 
• It is often much easier to express an idea or feeling with just one English words, whereas in 
Portuguese I need more than one. English is a much more practical language. It also sounds better. 
• Because they are shorter words and/or because they are used among friends. 
 
Related to study: (2) 
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• As I am a language student I think it is perfectly normal to use English expressions, which also 
happens because some of our subjects – especially in Management and Marketing – which use many 
foreign words. 
• First, there are terms which are much easier in English, e.g. in IT. Secondly, for students in higher 
education there are expressions and words which show more easily what we want to say and 
everyone understands us. 
 
Related to business: (1) 
• In professional contexts it’s easier to use English terms because they are used more frequently. 
 
Related to Globalisation: (4) 
• Because English is so prevalent in our day-to-day lives, namely in music, cinema and others (media). 
• It is related to the spread of English in today’s world. 
• Because they are words which are already ingrained in some way in the Portuguese lexis. They are 
words which are universally used and that everyone knows. 
• Because some words are mere adaptations (scanner, pc…) and others are terms which are used 
globally (offshore, online, offline…) 
 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 
No equivalents 8 5 7 22 
Out of Habit 13 10 5 6 
Like to use English 10 7 5 9 
English not generally used 2 1 0 0 
Related to youth culture 1 3 0 0 
Related to Study 0 0 4 2 
Related to Business 0 0 0 1 
Related to Globalisation 0 0 0 4 
Others 2 0 0 0 
TOTAL 36 26 21 44 
 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 
No equivalents 23% 19% 33% 50% 
Out of Habit 37% 39% 24% 14% 
Like to use English 28% 27% 24% 20% 
English not generally used 6% 4% 0% 0% 
Related to youth culture 3% 11% 0% 0% 
Related to Study 0% 0% 19% 5% 
Related to Business 0% 0% 0% 2% 
Related to Globalisation 0% 0% 0% 9% 
Others 6% 0% 0% 0% 
TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
Question 13: What does the use of those words make you feel? 
 
1st year: (total 31) 
 
Positive: (11) 
• It makes me feel that so many years of English study were not in vain. 
• Integrated. 
• I simply feel that people understand me and communication is fluent. 
• I feel as if I were part of my ‘era’ and sometimes less ridiculous. 
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• Nothing different, just that I can speak English and it is good because it is a good way of practising 
and improving my English. 
• It’s natural and does not change the way I feel. 
• I don’t think we can talk about feelings but using English words can help use improve our English 
and integrate any situation better. 
• It makes me feel at ease, gives me confidence when speaking English and I feel better adjusted to the 
world today. 
• Immediate answer: nothing special. Answer after reflection: it makes me feel that I am not oblivious 
to what is happening around me and I am some general knowledge. 
• It makes me feel integrated both in society and in the knowledge of other countries and cultures. To 
me it is a sign of personal and cultural progress and development. 
• It makes me feel that I have knowledge, even if not too much, of English. 
 
Negative: (3) 
• They don’t make me feel valued. They simply show that I can speak English to some degree and 
know how to use English equivalents in a Portuguese sentence. 
• Sometimes I feel I am ‘betraying’ my own language, but most of the time their use is so natural that I 
don’t even realise I am doing it. 
• I should pay some attention to the way I speak. 
 
• That English is increasingly taking over the world. 
• That I still have a lot to learn. 
 
Neutral: (17) 
• Nothing special. Perhaps contact with the world outside. 
• Nothing special … I have never given it any thought. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything. 
• Nothing special. They are just words… 
• Nothing out of the ordinary… 
• Nothing relevant. 
• Nothing. I think it’s normal because of globalisation. It is not just English words we use but also 
other languages, like French for example. 
• To me it’s indifferent. 
• Indifferent. Anybody can use them even if they don’t study English. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything special, but perhaps because I am used to using them, the use of 
their Portuguese equivalents is strange. 
• Nothing. 
• It does not bring about any particular feeling. 
• There is no specific feeling because English (to me) is a language which is at the same level as 
Portuguese. 
• Nothing special, I think the use of English words is generalised. 
• Nothing special. 
• Nothing special. I don’t use them for my education or general knowledge, it is simply my way of 
expressing myself. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything special because I often use them unconsciously.  
 
Others: (0) 
 
2nd year: (total 24) 
 
Positive: (10) 
• Natural because it is natural to use them. 
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• Personal fulfilment.  
• It’s part of my identity. 
• Nothing special, I use them because I like to. 
• Generally, they are used to create a more relaxed environment. 
• Indifferent, I use them simply because I think they are better for what I want to communicate. 
• The essence of the word. 
• I think that we become more dynamic and active when we practise what we learn in theory so as not 
to forget those words, etc. 
• Good. 
• It helps me see how fluent I am when I speak English. 
 
 
Negative: (1) 
• It makes me feel that there should be more expressions in the Portuguese language. 
 
Neutral: (13) 
• Indifferent. 
• Nothing special. 
• Nothing concrete. 
• Nothing special, I use them without realising it. 
• Nothing special. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything special. 
• Nothing special. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything, it has become usual and part of everyday life. 
• It’s completely indifferent, it doesn’t make me feel either more or less intelligent. It is something 
very natural, so I perceive it naturally. 
• It is so common to speak and hear them that they don’t evoke any feeling. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything. The important thing is that the people with whom we are 
communicating understand us. 
• Honestly, when I use them I am not conscious of it, it’s an unconscious act mainly among friends. 
• Normal. I don’t have any type of different feeling when doing it. 
 
Others: (0) 
 
3rd year: (total 18) 
 
Positive: (9) 
• Nothing specific. I think it is important to make languages alive and mobile in order to innovate and 
facilitate understanding among different cultures. 
• I use them unconsciously. 
• In a professional context it makes me feel at ease in certain situations. I think it allows an 
‘intelligent’ air to transpire. 
• It makes me feel that I can often be understood exactly how I want to be, obviously by people who 
also understand those expressions. 
• Nothing special, simply more at ease with the English language. 
• It makes me feel like a person who has a good command of both Portuguese and English. But not 
someone superior because of that, because I don’t use them with people who do not understand them. 
• That people understand me better. 
• Many of them are synonymous with contemporary society and knowledge. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything special, there are simply certain English words which can better 
convey the intended message or meaning, such as ‘whatever.’ 
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Negative: (0) 
 
Neutral: (7) 
• Nothing special, they are lexical items which (to me) make more sense in English than in Portuguese. 
• It does not evoke any particular feeling, just a different way of expressing myself. 
• I don’t have a particular feeling. They are normal everyday situations. 
• To me it is so normal that it does not make me feel anything special. 
• Nothing special, perhaps because I have never given it any thought. 
• Nothing special. 
• Nothing special. 
 
Others: (2) 
• I didn’t understand the question. 
• I did not understand the question, I can’t answer. Sorry! 
 
 
4th year: (total 41) 
 
Positive: (24) 
• It makes me feel educated and up-to-date. 
• It makes me feel as if I am more open, more international, more professional. 
• That I have a range of options to express myself. I also think that the Portuguese language can 
become richer with these terms. 
• It makes me want to do research or go to an English-Portuguese dictionary to find out the equivalent 
term. 
• It doesn’t make me feel either more or less important or educated. In my opinion the reason why I 
use those words is because of cultural situations which we assimilate in our everyday lives. 
• That the English language is more and more ingrained and that the majority of Portuguese people 
‘accept’ these expressions easily.  
• It makes me feel that I have some knowledge about certain areas and more open to today’s global 
world, where English is universal. 
• As a language student, it helps me to feel like a real polyglot. 
• That I am informed and up-to-date and because it makes me feel part of a group. 
• Nothing special – perhaps more at ease because they say exactly what I want to say. 
• No sentiment in particular … I feel good. 
• It makes us feel part of the globalised world. 
• Integrated in the world, understood by everyone, I feel that I speak universally. 
• That the world is more and more multicultural. 
• I feel that I can make my message understood. 
• It makes me feel that something in Portugal ‘mattered’ and that in fact, our country is open to 
innovation and modernity.  
• It makes me feel part of a group. 
• It doesn’t make me feel superior in relation to people who do not understand them because that’s not 
why I use them. I believe that the use of those words in some way reflects general knowledge and a 
situation which is very common nowadays. 
• To a degree, a good command of a foreign language is useful. On the other hand, even though some 
people do not admit it, the truth is that it ‘sounds good.’ 
• Their use obviously doesn’t put me on a pedestal, but I feel that I have some cultural diversity and it 
makes me feel somewhat developed and not in a cultural limbo. 
• Sometimes, using English terms makes the explanation of what I want to say easier (or sometimes, 
there are words which do not have an equivalent in languages other than English), but their use is 
normal to me, I don’t feel especially different in any way. 
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• It makes me feel as if I am outside this ‘field’ we call Portugal. 
• For me, it is like an alternative, or sometimes the only alternative to Portuguese. 
• Normally, their use does not have negative consequences. However, sometimes I am speaking on a 
subject and I cannot find the specific term in Portuguese and so I use the English one. It’s strange 
because my mother tongue in Portuguese. 
 
 
Negative: (3) 
• Sometimes the fact that I don’t know a word in Portuguese makes me feel uneducated and knowing 
it in English is a sign of disinterest and ignorance. 
• Honestly I don’t feel very good, I feel that I am obliterating the original meaning of my language. 
The like the Portuguese language a lot, I understand its importance, but I only use it in professional 
contexts. 
• Sometimes, when they are words which are easy to remember in Portuguese but I can’t, I get a bit 
frustrated. 
 
Neutral: (14) 
• Nothing special because I use them unconsciously/involuntarily because they are so commonplace. 
• It does not make me feel different. 
• Nothing, because it is already part of the vocabulary. 
• It’s irrelevant. 
• The use of English words doesn’t give me a particular feeling of satisfaction because I see it as a 
natural result of my daily contact with the language. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything; they are current words which are used naturally. 
• It doesn’t make me feel better or worse: to do it is normal. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything special, for it is a situation which is not planned or premeditated. 
• Nothing, as I have used them for a long time, sometimes I am not even aware that I am using them. 
• It doesn’t make me feel anything special. It is simply part of the evolution of the language due to 
globalisation and also a characteristic inherent in Portuguese culture. 
• I don’t even think about it. It’s natural, with the exception of teachers’ vocabulary I use, e.g.: ‘know 
how.’ 
• Because the use of borrowings is recurrent, for me, using them is something normal. I don’t give 
much attention to the fact that I use them. 
• It’s spontaneous, it comes out without thinking. 
• Honestly, I don’t know. 
 
Others: (0) 
 
Tables with information on question 13: 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 
Positive 11 10 9 24 
Negative 3 1 0 3 
Neutral 17 13 7 14 
Others 0 0 2 0 
TOTAL 31 24 18 41 
 
 
 1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 
Positive 35% 42% 50% 59% 
Negative 10% 4% 0% 7% 
Neutral 55% 54% 39% 34% 
Others 0% 0% 11% 0% 
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TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 
Question 14: Please use the space below to add anything else you feel is important. 
 
1st year: 
  
Globalisation and the spread of English:  
• In my opinion the English language is very important because it is more easily accepted and spoken 
universally. Today, I think Portugal is more open to English and that is very important for the 
development of the country in general. 
• I think that English is seen more and more as an obligatory language rather than a supplementary 
one. Nowadays, people don’t go anywhere without knowing English. It is one of the demands of 
today’s society. 
• The use of foreign borrowings is not limited to the use of English words but also French ones, and on 
rare occasions, Latin ones. It is a sign of multiculturalism, to which we are all exposed. Thank God! 
 
Identity: 
• Languages are different and have different identities. To mix the two seems wrong to me, but there 
are feelings which are better expressed in one language than in another. 
 
The importance of also maintaining the Portuguese language:  
• I only think that there are words (borrowings) which we HAVE to use (for example ‘t-shirt’ or 
‘boxers’ or ‘skate’), but if we tried to reduce the number of foreign borrowings that we use as much 
as we could, we would have a ‘healthier’ and more accurate language. 
• It is important to know certain terms, not only to use them but also to have some notions of English, 
without forgetting our mother tongue. 
 
Intelligibility: 
• I try not to use them all the time because I know that the education of some people does not allow 
them to understand the words, with my parents for example, who only have 4 years of schooling. 
 
 
2nd year: 
 
English is seen as something positive: 
• Our perception of things learnt in Portuguese is different when they are presented in another 
language. 
• There is nothing better than using terms such as ‘sweet’ when we like something. 
 
English is seen as something negative: 
• Although my answers do not reflect what I feel, I know that many people use those words to make 
themselves feel more integrated or to show off their knowledge, which isn’t always accurate. 
 
 
3rd year: 
 
The use of English in Portuguese is natural: 
• When we use English vocabulary in the Portuguese language we use it so naturally that it is as if it 
were part of the Portuguese language. 
• I think that the use of English terms in vocabulary is, at least in youth culture, simply natural. I do it 
consciously as I know what I am saying but spontaneously. 
 
Maintenance of Portuguese and globalisation: 
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• I would like to add that even though I use a large number of English words and terms in my day-to-
day life, I like Portuguese and speaking Portuguese a lot and I think that nowadays young people 
have a tendency of not using Portuguese correctly, which is an embarrassment to our country. 
However, English is slowly but surely taking over our vocabulary, which does not enrich Portuguese 
but enriches the Portuguese ‘polyglot spirit.’ 
 
4th year: 
 
Positive: 
• I started having English lessons in the third year and I think that that helped me to learn English 
more and better. 
• What frequently happens is that we often use English words in our Portuguese discourse without 
even realising it. 
 
Negative: 
• I believe that sometimes the excessive use of English words in Portuguese discourse makes the 
discourse confused and sometimes misunderstood. 
• I feel sad that the Portuguese language is devalued so much because it is so rich and the population 
doesn’t recognise that value. On the contrary, they feel that foreign borrowings are ‘better.’ 
• I feel that the importance attributed to English has originated in people feeling indifferent towards 
other languages.  
 
Positive and Negative / Maintenance of Portuguese: 
• I think that the use of English words is a double edged sword. It can devalue the Portuguese language 
while at the same time show how well we keep up with the times. 
• The adoption of new words in our language is important so that it can evolve, but we should not 
exaggerate and our language must be preserved. 
• For example, ‘that skirt is very fashionable’ in Portuguese is too long and doesn’t sound good. In 
English it would be ‘that skirt is fashion.’ 
• The use of English terms facilitates communication, but we need to be aware that excessive use may 
lead to the loss of the identity of the language which adopts those terms. 
 
Globalisation and the spread of English: 
• I think this study is really important, both for Portuguese and for English. It also shows that English 
has become more and more a language of the world for the world. 
• I think that English is and will continue to be an important language for the future of Portugal. 
• English is penetrating the frontiers of globalisation and today English is the most important language 
on a communicative level and the inclusion of those terms serves to show the impact it has on our 
daily lives. 
• In relation to question 11 (Rate in order of importance the reasons why you use English words in 
your Portuguese discourse), there are some reasons that I do not agree with: the one which states that 
people of different ages don’t understand them or get irritated by their use. I think that English words 
are used, most of the time, in urban contexts by youth, which is quite sensitive to media phenomena 
such as the cinema (English language films) and music (currently, hip-hop influences young people 
quite a lot). 
 
Intelligibility:  
• I wanted to focus on the fact that I only use these words when I am sure that the person with whom 
I’m talking understands them perfectly. 
 
Others: 
• I would like take this opportunity to say hello and say it was a pleasure having lessons with you… 
• Good luck! 
